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Greek blood, marrow drive a success
By Eric Swallow
Community Reporter
The Interfratemity Council and
the Panhellenic Council held their
annual Red Cross blood* drive
Tuesday. April 17, in Wells
Commons. This year's event also
featured a bone marrow donor
screening, the first ever held at the
University of Maine.
Students, local residents and
more than 30 Red Cross employees struck at the heart of a 10
month old state-wide blood shortage by collecting more than 300
pints yesterday. In addition, money
from the tobacco settlement helped
the Red Cross fund the costly bone
marrow screenings.
Blood drives canceled by this
winter's foul weather and new
medical procedures requiring
larger blood donations are keeping blood supplies low.
"Organ transplants, on the rise
in recent years, require a lot of
blood," Angela Bilcxleaux, a Red
See BLOOD DRIVE on page 6

An American Red Cross volunteer extracts blood from a donor while two more in the foreground raise their arms to recirculate blood
at Wells Commons on Tuesday. According to Claire McDonough, a Red Cross employee who coordinated the efforts, the event was
the first to involve the option to donate blood for bone marrow screening. CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

Assault accusation
false, woman charged
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
The woman who claimed she
had been assaulted in the
Aroostook Hall parking lot on the
evening of Wednesday, April 4,
now faces charges by University of
Maine Public Safety for making a
false public report. Nineteen-yearold Jasmine Bowen,of Belfast, has
been issued a summons and will
appear in Bangor District Court
Friday, April 20, at 9:30 a.m.
According to Maine state law,

filing a false public alarm or report
is characterized as a misdemeanor
Class D crime and can result in
three years imprisonment and/or a
$1,000 fine plus court costs.
The alleged Aroostook Hall
assault comes as the fourth such alert
in the past school year. Only the Feb.
5 sexual assault outside of Neville
Hall is still under investigation.
Charles Chandler, interim
director of Public Safety, said
that to the best of his knowledge

GSS overturns Cabinet veto
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
The General Student Senate
opened last night to a record nonsenator attendance. At stake was
the fate of last week's GSS Cabinet
veto, retracting a $10,000 grant
originally allotted to The Maine
Campus to help the paper finish the

spring semester debt-free.
Earlier this month, at the
Tuesday, April 3, meeting of GSS,
Senator John Martin sponsored a
resolution to give the Campus a portion of unallocated Senate funds.
That proposal, although initially ratified by the Senate, was later vetoed
at a April 11 emergency meeting of
the Cabinet by a vote of five to zero,

with one abstention.
Last night, with the seats of.
the lecture hall filled with
Campus supporters, the Senate
met again with the option of
overruling the Cabinet's veto
with a two-thirds majority vote.
Following a series of commitSee GSS on page 2

See ASSAULT on page 7

Students preparing for
Quebec Summit protest
By Joe Gunn
Campus Politics Reporter
Students and faculty presented their different views regarding
economic globalization during a
panel discussion on the upcoming Summit of the Americas to
be held in Quebec City. The
Peace Studies Program sponsored "From Seattle '99 to
Quebec City '01" on Wednesday,
April 11, in the Donald P. Corbett
building.

"These international corporations are not necessarily the
engines of growth they claim to
be," Melvin Burke, a University
of Maine economics professor,
who is currently on sabbatical,
said.
Other panelists facilitating the
discussion included UMaine students Ethan Miller and Matt
Schlobohm, both of the Maine
Global Action Network and Diana
See QUEBEC on page 6

GSS President Kamal Shannak looks on as Vice President of Student Entertainment Jan ies
Gallant delivers an intense argument in favor of the paper Tuesday night in Murray Hall CAMPUS
PHOTO BY MARK W. LIPCZYNSKI.
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ROC proposes combining area boards
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GSS

from page 1

tee reports and an address from
Kamal Shannak, GSS president,
the meeting was opened to the
public in open forum called generResidents on Campus will
al good and welfare.
vote Monday, April 23, on 12
Given first priority to defend
resolutions that would eliminate
GSS's original $10,000 allocation,
the current area board system.
each member of the editorial board
The measure would combine
of The Maine Campus spoke in
area board budgets into a
support of their respective sections
Residents
on
Campus
and the welfare of their paper.
Programming Committee.
"I'd like to quickly remind
"A programming committee
everyone why we're here
will be able to create more protonight," Penny Morton, editor in
grams on campus and ones of
chief of the paper, said. "We left
better quality," said Aaron
that April 3 meeting with the
Sterling, the vice president of
impression we were getting the
ROC.
$10,000 and we continued busiIf it passes, the ROC
ness as usual for another eight
Programming Committee will
days before we discovered we
consist of representatives
were not getting the money after
from each hall, an appointed
all....This past week we signed
chair of the committee and the
advertising contracts that will not
ROC communication chair
be fulfilled without that $10,000.
and vice president. Sterling
Overall, this week will cost us
hopes the proposed subcomabout $5,000. I'm not asking
mittee will help promote more
GSS to fund me or save me. I'm
entertainment and activities
asking GSS to make good on
on campus.
their pledge so that I can make
good on mine."
Amanda Hebert, assistant
RETIREMENT
INSURANCE
MUTUAL FUNDS
TRUST SERVICES,
TUITION FINANCING
news editor, agreed, addressing
minutes later the important role
The Maine Campus plays in
school-wide communication.
"The [paper] is important to
your
constituents," Hebert told
Attention: New faculty members and staff
senators,"We report on things at
UMaine and around the world
that matter. If the paper were not
important to the students, we
wouldn't still be here. Please
vote to keep The Maine Campus
going and not to silence the voice
of the entire student body."
Call for YOUr
.001
) Following an address by other
members of the editorial board,
Personal
consultation
the general public in attendance
was offered a chance to speak on
the subject before the Senate
took it to vote.
Jim Leonard, station manager
for WMEB, advised the Senate
to maneuver around the April 11
veto and preserve the paper as it
If you're a new faculty member or staff employee and
is the best communication medinot sure about your retirement plan choices,
um for the student body.
just contact TIAA-CRFF.
"I understand that this parliadecision had to be
mentary
THE TIAA-CREF
Were▪the financial organization that's been
made," Leonard said, referring to
ADVANTAGE
dedicated for over 80 years to helping people in
the procedural concerns of the
education and research reach their financial goals.
senate. "But I urge you to find a
Investment Expertise
Find out for yourself how TIAA-CREF provides
way around this. You risk silencing the single greatest represenExpenses
Low
tation of the student voice."
•Easy diversification among a range of expertly
Following the conclusion of a
managed funds
Customized
string
of pro-Campus student and
exceptional
performance
and
of
history
solid
•A
Options
Payment
speakers and a brief
faculty
personal service
Shannak steered the
recess,
• A strong commitment to low expenses
through
a short list of
agenda
Expert Guidance
•Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income
proposals, before returning to the
options
issue of the Campus veto for the
-TIMPIMPOWINWRIO
By Jennifer Gundersen
For The Maine Campus

"Twenty-two heads will
always come up with more ideas
than the four or five we have at
meetings now," Sterling said.
The
current
ROC
Programming Committee helps
plan Maine Day events and
chooses the movies for Channel
10. It runs on funding from the
ROC budget.
The current East-West Area
Board and South Campus Area
Board, however, are independent
of the ROC budget and run on
allotments of $2.50 per student
in their area.
Sterling feels the funding
could be better utilized if
combined into one budget
that could benefit the whole
campus.
"There will be no shortage of
funding," Sterling said. "There
will be the same amount of
money available and no hall will
lose any money."
The area boards have had a
tough year. The South Campus

Area Board was slow to get started this year and the East-West
Area Board had some shifts in
leadership. Recently the board
dissolved.
"This is not a punishment
for the problems the area
boards have had," Sterling said.
"The decision is independent of
any of the problems. We want
to do it for the benefit of the
campus."
The idea for the combined
committee first came from
Glen
Chase
and
Mary
Robertson, the former president
and vice president of ROC.
The resolutions were not introduced to ROC until April 9,
after their terms were finished.
Each of the 12 resolutions will
need a 2/3 majority in order to
pass, but Sterling is confident
they will.
"Most people seem to be in
favor of the change," Sterling
said. "I have gotten mostly
favorable opinions."

Unsure about your
retirement choices?

Discover the
TIAA-CREF Advantage.

Make It A Graduation
Day To Remember!
Celebrate in style

So call us for a free information package or just talk to
one of your colleagues. You'll find that choosing your
retirement plan provider is simple when you go with the
leader. TIAA-CREF

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.-

senate to debate.
Heading the minority in support
of the veto, Senator Matthew 0.
Gagnon and Parliamentarian
Pearce Creasman attempted to rally
their peers to oppose the overturn.
"I've heard a lot about
destroying The Maine Campus
tonight," Gagnon said. "True,
you may shut down for the rest of
this year, but guaranteed you'll
be up and running and out of debt
[next year]. I don't like to gift
this money, this money was
meant to be going towards clubs,
which [The Campus] is not."
Gagnon also raised the subject of a previous loan from GSS
that the Campus paid off this
month in his argument.
"Before, we gave you that
loan, and you gave it right back.
That was fiscally irresponsible."
Later, Creasman placed the
financial troubles of the Campus
directly on the shoulders of the
current editorial board.
"It was said earlier that The
Maine Campus has been fiscally
independent for 126 years,"
Creasman said, referring to an
earlier comment by Jason
Canniff, photo editor at the
paper. "Well why is [the Senate]
responsible for this now? You
spend money you don't have,
that is why you're in trouble."
James Gallant, director of
Student Entertainment
was
extremely animated in his
defense of the paper as a long
standing university institution.
"We gave $10,000 to the
Biology Club for Jane Goodall
and the apes and we can't give
$10,000 dollars for this?" Gallant
asked, pacing the senate floor.
"No," Eric Conrad, Off
Campus
Advisory
Board
President, said. "It all comes
down to business. [The Maine
Campus] is a business and we're
a business. We're being asked to
just hand over $10,000. Thatjust
doesn't happen in the business
world...The Maine Campus has
been financially irresponsible."
After the senators concluded a
lengthy debate on the topic,
Resolution 11900301 to bypass
the Cabinet's veto on allocation of
funds to The Maine Campus was
brought to a general senate vote.
The resolution, which needed
11 votes to succeed, passed by a
margin of 12-4 among cheers
from The Maine Campus staff
and general audience.
"You'll be coming back for
more," Jon LaBonte,Interfratemity
Council president said to Maine
Campus staffers, "trust me.-

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

more compleit information on our securities products, call I SOO 841 2733, ext. S50f1, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
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March, rally supports Women's Studies young but growing
women speaking out
By Beth Haney
Culture Reporter

By Amanda Hebert
Assistant News Editor

march down College Avenue,
past the Memorial Gym and up
to Hilltop where they will go to
There will be women scream- the Wooley Room in DTAV.
ing into the night next Tuesday
"The purpose of the march is
evening, but don't call Public to take back the night, to yell
Safety. They will already be down the streets together that we
there. April 24, will mark the
want to feel safe in our commuannual "Take Back the Night" nity," Anderson said. "It is so
rally, sponsored by the Student important because I , for example, and tons of other women
Women's Association.
"The most important part of don't feel supported in a lot of
ways. Women feel alone and
Take Back the Night is the speak
out portion," Wren Anderson, of isolated in their experiences and
the Women's Resource Center this is a rally and march to symbolize the support that women
and one of the organizers of the
event, said. "It is an opportunity do have, that we are not alone."
Nason said there will be more
for any woman to make her voice
rallying and speakers as well as
heard, to break the silence."
Carrie Nason, of Rape refreshments in the Wooley
Response Services and one of the room.
She said men are also invited
organizers of the event, said Take
Back the Night rallies began in to the rally. Bob Franklin, assis1973 in Germany and were tant director of Student Life and
brought to the United States in Programs, will be speaking,
adding a male's view to the
1978. The first in the University
of Maine area was in 1984, when evening.
"I really hope that a lot of
the rally was held in Bangor.
men will show up—we don't
The project came to UMaine
sometime in the mid to late, 80s. want them to be left out — this
Last year's rally attracted about is important for them too, we
belong to a community of men
30 people from the community.
"We are hoping for a couple and women — nobody can be
hundred this year," Anderson left out," Anderson said.
Another part of this event is
said.
the
Clothesline Project, which
The rally will begin on the
will
be displayed all day
steps of Fogler Library at 7 p.m.
Tuesday
on the Mall.
with Renaissance, a women's
"The
clothesline
project is Tsinging group. Next there will
shirts
that
women
survivors
and
be speakers from Rape Response
victims have mad, spto break
Services, Spruce Run and the
Women's Resource Center. the silence around the issue, to
Officer Deborah Mitchell, crime let people know how many people this issue affects," Anderson
prevention officer for UMaine
Public Safety, will also be on said. "It is powerful."
Anderson hopes there is a
hand.
"Deb Mitchell will be getting good turn out Tuesday evening.
"I really expect to have a big
the crowd active with selfturn out. We've been trying to
defense," Anderson said.
Women from the crowd will spread the word, and even
also be invited to take part in the though it is a busy time on campus showing support for women
speeches.
is an important thing," she said.
"There is going to be an
opportunity for women to speak "I really want this to be a big
deal— the more people the more
out, too," Nason said.
powerful."
From there, the crowd will

The women studies major is
growing fast at the University of
Maine. Although the minor was
approved in 1989, it wasn't until
1998 when the major was available. In that year two women
graduated with a bachelor of arts
in women's studies. In 1999
there were four, in 2000 there
were six.
UMaine isn't alone.
"Over 700 colleges and universities now have a women studies program," Ann Schonberger,
the director of Women in the
Curriculum and Women's Studies
Program, said. "Sometimes it's
an undergraduate major, minor or
concentration, but there are master degrees and Ph.D.s in
women's studies as well."
Currently there are 35 students working on a women studies major and 40 working on a
minor at UMaine.
Kristen Hurd is a second-year
graduate student majoring in
communication with an interdisciplinary
concentration
in
women's studies. She likes the
women's
studies
program
because of its flexibility, open
mindedness and the faculty.
"I would be a women studies
graduate student if it had been an
option," she said.
People in this major tend to
have minors or second majors,
Schonberger said. Popular areas
include nursing, psychology,
sociology, human development
and English. She added that the
number of people with just a

women's studies major has been
increasing.
"This year we have quite a
few who are women studies
majors only," Schonberger said.
Jenny Lyons is a fifth-year
women's studies major and PreMed minor. She is in the program because she plans on
attending medical school and
becoming an obstetrician/gynecologist and believes the minor
will help her to do this.
"The topics covered in the
program are relevant to my life,"
Lyons said. "They inform my
perspective on my community
locally and worldwide."
Molly McLean, a fifth-year
women's studies major and psychology and sociology double
minor, agrees and adds that
diversity is what makes the program unique.
"Women studies offers a
wide range of courses so you
have more control over shaping
your own education," McLean
said. "I really feel as though we
are given a good balance of
structure and freedom in our
classes. Not only are they
diverse but they all connect well
with each other."
Susan Iverson is a graduate
student majoring in higher education with a specialization in
women studies. She is also
attracted to the diversity of the
program.
"I especially like the interdisciplinary offerings: women and
history, women and literature,
science and education," Iverson
said.
However, women's studies

majors deal with criticism surrounding their chosen major.
"I have been told it's a fad,
that I will not find work, that my
As don't mean as much because
the classes are easy," Diana
Higgins, a fifth-year women
'sstudies major and a religions
studies minor said.
Hurd added, "I have been
called a femi-nazi and a communist. I scare people with the
intensity of my convictions and
my willingness to bring up and
thoroughly
discuss
tough
issues."
McLean feels these criticisms
stem from misconceptions that
surround this still-new discipline.
"There are a lot of stereotypes
that pervade society," McLean
said. "I feel like I am speaking
for all women studies majors
when people ask me why 1 study
this'topic."
"I think many folks I interact
with are paranoid about me
because of the stereotypes prevalent among the masses," Lyons
said. "It can seem very intimidating to someone unaware of
what passionate, diverse groups
of women can talk about and
accomplish when united under
an umbrella of feminism."
Lyons added that this is a
major that requires a lot from its
students.
"People should realize that
women studies is, above all else,
a degree in honesty to oneself
and one's community. It is the
realization of what's happening
in the world and how women's
experiences are real. That feeds
the activism."

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
The Maine Campus

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Career Center is now
accepting applicationsfor

Career Assistants
for 2001-2002
As a Career Assista.nt, you will help individual students
qtlectively utilize career resources and
Career Center services. You. will also be involved
in outreach activities and special projects. •
Requirements:

d

Strong interpersonal and communication skills.
A genuine interest in helping students with their
career-related questions.
Familiarity with Internet searching.
An interest in outreach activities and special projects.
sessions
A commitment to attending weekly training
during the fall semester.

Maine Heritage Wood Products
A Piece of the Past
Collectible pens crafted from historic woods
*Penobscot Valley C.C. Clubhouse
*Pat's Pizza *USS Constitution
*Schooners of Wiscasset *Many Others
Stan Lucien (207) 827-3631 Toll Free 1-877-738-4115 Old Town, ME

prcferred,
Please note that eligibility for Work-Study is
an
doing
in
interested
candidates
consider
also
Will
Internship .fbr academic credit.
To apply:
Request an application at the
Career Center, Chadbourne Hall - 3rd Floor
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5713
Tel: 581-1359
--career
Application form -may also be clowloacied at www.urne.maine.eclu/
The completed application should be returned
to the Career Center as soon as possible.
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Sap running in
Maine's woods
Q. Last week I was involved
in an automobile collision. I
was driving down Main Street
in Orono when another car
drove through a red light at
the Bennoch Road intersection. No one was injured but
my vehicle sustained a great
deal of damage. It will be in
the repair shop for at least a
few weeks. I can't afford to
take time offfrom my job, but
I need a car to get to work.
What are my legal options?
A. I am very happy to learn
that both you and the other
driver emerged from your
accident unharmed. All too
often, we consider ourselves
invincible when we are behind
the wheel of our car. As you
unfortunately learned, even
when you drive defensively
and with- caution, you can
never completely anticipate
what other drivers on the road
might do.
There is a law in Maine
which might assist you in
obtaining a temporary replacement vehicle. Title 14 §1454
of the Maine Revised Statutes,
entitles you to receive a
replacement (i.e. rental car)
vehicle for the length of time
needed for repair or replacement of your car. This is provided you are actively seeking
recovery for damages done to
your car. Your vehicle must be
in inoperable condition for this
statue to apply. Keep in mind
you will not be able to recover
rental costs from the other driver's insurance for a rental
lasting more than 45 days.

Q. I plan to rent an apartment off-campus next year.
Last weekend I looked at a fairly nice two bedroom apartment
near campus that is not very
expensive. However, I heard
through the grapevine that the
landlord has numerous violations against him. How can I
find out before I sign the lease?
A. Each year I answer questions for students regarding apartment rentals. Because this is
such an important topic, especially at this time of year, I believe
many of these suggestions are
worth repeating in this column.
I. Your landlord can make
your living experience enjoyable
or intolerable, so do your homework on this issue. Talk with
other tenants who are currently
renting from your prospective
landlord. To discover if any violations have been filed against the
landlord, check with the Code
Enforcement Officer in that
municipality. A simple phone call
may uncover a perfect record or a
history of code or criminal violations. The Code Enforcement
Officer can also tell you when the
apartment was last inspected.
2. Read "Consumer Rights
When You Rent an Apartment,"
Chapter 14 of the Maine
Attorney General's Consumer
Law Guide. This guide can be
found in all public libraries,
including Fogler, and on the
Web, at www.state.me.usiag.
This is one of the most useful
publications I have ever seen on
consumer rights under Maine
law and I highly recommend that
every potential renter obtain a

copy and read it before signing a lease.
3. If you plan on sharing
your apartment with multiple
people be certain that you are
comfortable signing a lease
with them. If they decide to
move out you are still responsible for meeting all of the
terms of your lease, including
paying the rent in full. Work
out utilities payment ahead of
time so that you won't be
stuck paying your roommate's
phone, cable or heating bills at
the end of the year.
4. Begin looking for your
apartment now, even if you
don't anticipate moving in until
September. In recent years the
Orono area has experienced a
housing shortage. Apartments
that are still available at the end
of August may not be up to the
standards you expect or may be
extremely expensive.
The Legal Services office
is always happy to review
potential leases or answer any
apartment or rental questions
for undergraduate students.
Legal Services of Student
Government is located on the
thirelfloor ofthe Memorial Union
(581-1789). Services are provided by the office of Theodore S.
Curtis, Jr, Attorney atlriw Office
hours air Motility 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Wednesday and
Thursday 10am to 7p,m,. Legal
questions may be presented to the
Legal Services office, conveyed to
us by inter-office mail, or sent to
Theodore Curtis or Jennifer
O'Leary on FirstClass. Copyright
Theodore Curtis, 2W1.

The only thing
between you and
a higher score
is a modem.
No matter who you are, no matter where you are. With Kaplan—
the world leader in test prep—prepare online for the LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, MCAT or NCLEX. You will score higher...guaranteed.

MATC5

am registered trademarks of their respective

The sap is running in the
University of Maine forest. At
the Thomas J. Corcoran Sugar
House, woodland's manager
Charles Simpson is working hard
to turn all that sap into maple
syrup.
"The last two years have been
a challenge for us," Simpson
said. "We have had good seasons and have been unable to
keep up."
The sugar house is located on
the Lucy Thompson Road, which
is about a half mile up the
College Avenue Extension in Old
Town. Surrounded by maples,
the tiny, weathered building is
unofficially named after the late
Dr. Thomas Corcoran, professor
of forestry and former department head of the school of agriculture, forestry and natural
resources. For about one month
every year, Simpson, along with
Robin Avery, operations manager at the sugar house, keeps the
syrup pouring out. About a dozen
forestry students give the professors a hand each year. This is the
fifth season the sugar house has
been in operation.
The evaporator is inside the
sugar house, the heart of the
maple syrup operation. Raw sap
is boiled in the rear section of the
evaporator, or flue pan and is
then piped to the finishing pan,
where it becomes syrup. Wood
is continually fed into the firebox
underneath the sap pans. But the
evaporator is small and the operation is having an increasingly
difficult time
handling the
increasing sap load.
"This is the smallest commercial evaporator made," Simpson
said. "Most evaporators have a
metal covering that takes care of
the steam. This one is open, so
it's easy to see what's going on."
Simpson says the reasons for
the setbacks are recent weather
problems and the inefficient
equipment the sugar house has.
Simpson said the sap began
running later in the season than
normal this year but reeent cold
nights and warmer days have
kept the sap running continuously. The steady sap run is almost
more than the facility's small
process.
evaporator
can
According to Simpson, raw sap
cannot be stored at the sugar
house for any extended time
once the temperature gets

THE DAY

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
•lest

By Christopher Peary
For The Maine Campus

LY*11105.

warmer, because it will spoil. In
addition to the weather, the
potential of equipment breakdown threatens the syrup-making process.
"This evaporator was made to
handle about 150 taps," said
Simpson. "We can gather 100 to
120 gallons of sap on a good
gathering day and we've had
some good days back to back.
We're getting swamped."
Simpson said he would like to
get a larger evaporator before
next season. He also wants to
purchase a pump, which would
be a faster means of getting the
sap into the holding tanks.
Revenue from the department's
timber harvest pays for the sugar
house equaling about $5,000 to
$6,000 per year for upgrades.
Simpson does not sell any of the
syrup the sugar house workers
bottle. It is given to forestry students involved in the project, and
to forestry department faculty.
To make syrup, maple trees
10 inches or more in diameter are
tapped..lt takes about 35 gallons
of sap to make one gallon of
syrup. Workers then put the sap
into 325-gallon tanks. Once
back to the sugar house, the sap
is strained and put into storage
tanks. It is then piped into the
evaporator, where the sap is
boiled and sent to a finishing
pan, where a hydrometer is used
to test the density of the sap. The
evaporator can process 20 to 30
gallons of sap per hour. The
syrup is then filtered again, heated and bottled. The sugar house
can make about four gallons of
syrup in a day.
The wood used for the fire in
the evaporator comes from
scraps left over from the previous year's timber harvest. "We
have a good supply of wood,"
Simpson said. "It is better to use
it rather than have it lying on the
ground."
The sugar house is open to the
public any day sap is being
boiled. Workers place a sign out
by the road to signify that they
are open and boiling.
Each year the syrup makers
invite local third grade classes to
the sugar house for an educational tour. Simpson and Robin
Avery give the students tours of
the forest and the sugar house.
They demonstrate how trees are
tapped and how the evaporator
works. The tour ends with a
treat: a free sample of the finished product.

Stop Smoking.

in

American Heart
Association V

2 and 3 bedroom apartments available. Heat and
hot water included in rent. Security deposit +
references. No pets. Call 732-3525.
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Students, staff disagree
on safe campus lighting
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
Lighting issues at the
University of Maine have been
an age-old battle, according to
Deborah Mitchell, crime prevention officer for Public
Safety. She said it is one issue
students, lighting specialists and
administrators will continue to
disagree on.
According to Mitchell and
Charles Chandler,
interim
director of Public Safety, lighting on campus is the best it has
ever been. Mitchell said areas
where the light is less powerful
are generally areas where lights
need to be fixed. Chandler said
that in recent years efforts have
been made to increase lighting
by installing more parking lot
lights as well as lights on all
buildings, including residence
halls.
But
increased lighting,
according to Public Safety
officials, is a catch-22 sort of
situation.
"People tend to rely on the
myth that light keeps them safe,"
Mitchell said. "By not having
[that] light it makes people feel
very vulnerable."
People who have to worry
about lighting outside are men,
not women, she said. Most rapes
and sexual assaults, according to
Mitchell, happen inside where
women are comfortable and
secure. She said most men who
are assaulted are outside when it
happens. Most are also alone or
intoxicated.
For many students on campus, areas that aren't well lit are
troublesome.
Lisa Liberatore, a resident
assistant in Hancock Hall, said
the lighting on campus makes

She's 3gang
Wade?,

her feel unsafe.
"I think the lighting is horrible," she said. "This university
preaches that it is safe yet we
aren't and they aren't doing their
part to make us safer."
Molly Krizinauskas, a sophomore music education major,
said the lighting on campus is
better in the shortcuts than the
main roads.
"In some areas I feel safe and
then in others I run to get to the
next safe area," Krizinauskas
said.
But the university is being
proactive to maintain good
lighting on campus by hosting
lighting walks. The walks are
led by members of Public
Safety, Angel Loredo from the
Center for Students and
Community Life and Students
Across Campus. These walks,
according to Mitchell and
Chandler, are a way to determine where students feel safe,
where lights are out and where
more lighting should be added.
The varied amount of and types
of lights on campus also contribute to some of the problem,
they said.
Mitchell said the increase in
call boxes on campus is also part
of the ongoing effort to improve
safety and communication. Each
call box and building phone is
checked periodically to make
sure that they are working and
can be used in the. event of an
emergency.
But Mitchell and Chandler
stress that prevention is the best
way to feel safe. Campus
Walking Companions offer free
walking services to escort students from destination to destination. Chandler said that if CWC
is busy or unable to answer the
call, students can call the Public
Safety switchboard at 581-4040.
An officer will either arrive on
foot or by vehicle to escort the
student from place to place. On
weekends the Late Night Local is
available for students to ride for
free. They also stress that when
walking across campus always
walk in well-lit areas and with a
friend.

CAMP
COBBOSSEE

with a goal,
LESS CRIME IS
NO A CCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that world
Cat 1-800-WE PREVENT,
and well send you a free booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community that keep kids
away from crime and crime away
from kids.

Top Boys Sports
Camp in Maine!
PLAY & COACH SPORTS
HAVE FUN-MAKE $$
Positions available In:
ALL TEAM & INDIVIDUAL
SPORTS, ALL WATER
SPORTS, PLUS:
Camping & Hiking, Ropes &
Rock Climbing, Ice Hockey,
Roller Hockey, Arts & Crafts,
Martial Arts. Top salaries,
excellent facilities, FREE
ROOM, BOARD, LAUNDRY.

1-800-WE PREVENT
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Travel Allowance.
www.campcobbossee.com
ONLINE APPLICATION
OR CALL 1-800-473-6104
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U.S. officials head to Beijing
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
A delegation of eight U.S.
officials are headed to, China
today. This comes a week after
the Chinese government officially released the crew of an
American EP-3 spy plane from
military custody. The group is
going to Beijing to meet with
Chinese officials and discuss
issues raised by the aftermath of
the April 1 collision.
White House spokesman An
Fleischer said in a nationally
broadcast press conference
Monday that U.S. officials plan
to argue that the April 1 accident
was due solely to a dangerous
display of aggression on the part
of the Chinese pilot.
"The agenda as far as the
United States is concerned is to
provide a clear and graphic
explanation of the U.S. view of
the cause of the accident and discuss ways of avoiding similar
accidents in the future."
Fleischer said.
Fleischer also told reporters
the U.S. deligation would ask the
Chinese "tough questions," and
assert the United State's authority to conduct spying missions in
the area.
"The United States will
always reserve the right to oper-

ate over international waters and
international airspace," Fleischer
said. "[We] protect the needs of
our neighbors, promote regional
stability and secure peace."
China, however, is encouraging the U.S. and its NATO allies
to obey pre-set international `nofly' zones and limit spy plane
operations over the South China
Sea and surrounding areas.
"It's part of their containment
policy towards China," Shen
Jiru, an analyst at China's
Academy of Social Sciences said
on CNN.com. "They want to be
ready for a war'with China over
Taiwan. This is Cold War logic.
They have spy satellites. Why do
they have to send planes so
close?"
The American plane made an
emergency landing on China's
Hainan Island late on Sunday,
April 1, after a close flying
Chinese F-8 collided with portions of the EP-3's nose and
wing, rendering the plane dangerously unstable.
The crew was subsequently
held for 11 days by Chinese
authorities. The 24 fliers were
released last week after U.S. officials expressed sympathy for the
death of a Chinese pilot who died
in the collision.
Meanwhile, the American
crew of the EP-3 have main-

tained innocence in the collision,
claiming on several national talk
and radio shows that the accident
was initiated by the aggressive
Chinese pilot.
"They had joined up on us
twice and it was the third time
that the impact happened," Pilot
Shane Osborn said on Wolf
Blitzer Live."The two prior joinups were within three to five
feet, and Lt. Honeck was looking
out the window giving me
updates as best as he could and
we knew that this was an unusual type of intercept."
The argument over Chinese
liability hit the floor of Congress
early this week, when several
members of the House of
Representatives urged harsh
sanctions against China over the
incident. The House even raised
a proposal to block Beijing's bid
for the 2008 Olympic Games.
The White House, however,
seems determined to run middle
of the road politics until the
external tensions caused by the
collision can stabilize.
"Both nations have to make a
determined choice about the
future of their relations,"
Fleischer said."And the first evidence of those choices will come
in that meeting on Wednesday,
and the president wants to hear
what the Chinese have to say."
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Quebec

from page 1

Lawson, associate professor and
associate dean of the College of
Business, Public Policy, and
Health.
The discussion focused on the
lack of public knowledge concerning the upcoming "Summit
of the Americans" conference,
scheduled to begin Sunday, April
22, in Quebec City.
Participants wanted to make the
ramifications the summit could
have on international trade in the
Western
Hemisphere public
knowledge.
The purpose of the Summit of
the Americas, where heads of
government and trade representatives from 34 nations in the
Western Hemisphere will convene, is to pen the first draft of
the Free Trade Agreement of the
Americas. This agreement is an
extension of the North American
Free Trade Agreement, which
was passed in 1994.
Once ratified by each national
government, the treaty is
designed to break down legal
economic barriers, thereby stim-

ulating economic growth in
developing nations.
The intended outcome, however, is not universally accepted.
Miller had a different interpretation of what the potential ratification of the treaty means.
"We are left with the theory of,
'what's good for the company is
good for [the country]'... They
somehow are equating 'free trade'
with democracy," Miller said.
Miller reminded the audience
that trade representatives who have
been hammering out the treaty are
not elected officials. Rather,they are
appointed to represent the economic
interests of their nation as they view
it. According to the UMaine panel,
the representatives have large multinational corporations in mind and
know they do not have to answer to
the general public.
Schlobohm emphasized this
point by telling the audience
that outside of what he
describes as vague public relations reports, the details surrounding the negotiations of
the FTAA remain completely

inaccessible to the media and
to the public.
He also cited the massive
effort of Canadian authorities to
close off large sections of
Quebec City to protesters, as
well as arbitrarily turning away
potential protesters at various
points along the CanadianUnited States border.
"What we are seeing is Quebec
is being militarized in an unprecedented manner...it's the largest
police operation in Canadian history," Schlobohm said.
Burke was blunt in expressing
his opposition to the FTAA,
NAFTA and the World Trade
Organization. He feels the ramifications surrounding these
agreements and the WTO paint a
bleak picture for the future.
"Corporations are taking
[Adam] Smith's model and discerning its meanings, [despite it
being] an idealized model,"
Burke said.
Adam Smith was an 18th century economist whose theory of
laissez-faire said economic corn-

petition is healthy for society.
Burke argued Smith never had
competitive corporations in
mind, especially when corporations have the power to set their
own rules outside of government
control.
On the contrast, Lawson
expressed support for the idea of
privatization of social services,
which modern governments are
now relinquishing to cooperate
control.
She cited deregulation and privatization of public utilities in
Europe as an example, explaining
governments there could not handle such services efficiently. By
no longer controlling them, the
governments were lowering taxes.
"Organizations like the FTAA
will benefit counties in the long
run, while [rendering] them
unstable in the short run,"
Lawson said.
While acknowledging the
drawbacks cited by other members of the panel, such as corporations having no responsibility
in the areas of social, health,

labor and environmental concerns, Lawson views the FTAA
as a necessary step.
"It is important that developed countries establish these
partnerships...The developing
countries need these partnerships
so they can reach a level we feel
is better," Lawson said.
What all members of the
panel agreed on was the FTAA is
an issue younger generations
need to address. They all
acknowledged that opposition to
the WTO and FTAA in the media
has been virtually non-existent
except on the Internet. The panelists said this is a result of parent corporate owners of media
outlets choosing not to cover
such news because ignoring it
protects their business interests.
Burke was adamant in saying
the younger generations need to
inform themselves on issues such
as the FTAA and WTO.
"If you don't understand the
societal and political context of
your world, then you are inadequately educated," he said.

Blood drive

from page 1

(Above) Mark Eldridge, an employee of
American Red Cross, runs a tube of blood
through a machine which crimps it into usable
segments. Eldridge used to drive a taxi in
Bangor until about 10 months ago when he
"saw an ad in the paper and just decided to
apply. " (Right) Travis Jailbert, left center lays
parallel with Emily Brown while donating blood at
Wells Commons Tuesday afternoon. Waiting for
an available nurse are Shauna Perry, left and
Don Fuller, right. CAMPUS PHOTOS BY JASON CANN1FF

Cross official, said. "Cancer treatments
are another major beneficiary of our
blood supply. Forty percent of Eastern
Maine Medical Center's blood budget
benefits cancer patients."
The IFC and Pan Hellenic Council
increases Greek participation in the
drive and spices up their annual community service production by creating
competition among Greek chapters.
The organization supplying the most
blood donors
earns
points
toward
the
Greek
Week
competition,
according to Jon
LaBonte, IFC
President.
At UMaine's
first bone marrow screenin!

potential donors will have their marrow
type recorded, but will not donate to a
storage bank, Pi Kappa Alpha brother
Matt Allen said.
"Marrow and peripheral blood stem
cells are not collected prior to determining a match between the potential
donor and recipient," he said.
Allen also said the risks associated with
undergoing the donation process are
exceedingly low but it is better to avoid

medical procedures of any kind unless
absolutely necessary.
The National Marrow Donor
Program has more than four million
potential donors in its registry and
facilitates about 130 transplants each
month.
"Given that ratio of actual transplants to that of potential donors, it is
not practical to consider storing marrow or blood stem cells," Allen said.

Congratulations to
UME-Orono for having
14 graduates in the
Peace'Corps.

Long/IVi,ghtsjo rvtey Iat-o-Da/y

Join your school's proud Peace Corps tradition.

If you apply by the end of April
you could be abroad this summer.

Find out

more:

Campus Rep.
Josh Anchors,
Zimbabwe
Volunteer,
Returned
581-1366
mitmaine.edu
h.Anchors@u
Jos

Peace Corps. Redefine your world.
Visit tiwww.peacocorPs.gov or call 1-800-424-8580.
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A movie showing and discussion

The winner of the Grand Prize for Best
Documentary at the 2000 Sundance Film Festival
tells the story of the South African Truth
and Reconciliation process,
"one of the most ambitious and innovative attempts at
social reconciliation without precedent in human history,"
..a thoughtful, provocative and deeply moving film:"
Alice Walker

HISTORY, TIVITtITS
loiRtICHOW PM1:
CititOOT RE URLIVE1),1111
FACED WIN COURAGE,
*ET,or CE WED War
- MAYA ANGELM

Thursday, April 19, 2001
3:30-6:00 pm
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Sponsored by the Peace Studies Program

For more information, call 581.2609
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Lawmakers push for abstinence only education
By Debra Hatch

Copy Editor
Not me, not now.
This popular slogan among the
media,concerned parents and conservative lawmakers has taken on
a new meaning with the push for
abstinence only education in
American schools. In Maine, LD
1261 "An Act to Promote
Abstinence in Sex Education and
through Public Education," was
defeated in committee by an 11-2
vote. On a national level, Congress
has allocated more than $300 million since 1996 for abstinenceonly-until-married curriculums.
Abstinence only education
excludes information traditionally
taught in a comprehensive sexual
education program, including
information about condoms and
contraception. It teaches why
homosexuality is not only wrong
but also dangerous from a public
health standpoint.

The abstinence only message
has not been accepted by the
American Medical Association,
and
Sexuality
Information
Education Council of the United
States or by the majority of sexual
education teachers. It is abstinence
only education that Sandra Caron,
University of Maine professor of
family relations, warns against
using to inform students about
their bodies and sexuality. In fact,
she says, comprehensive sexual
education programs actually benefit students by also showcasing
abstinence as well as protection.
"If you just tell them not to
have sex, it's not going to work,"
Caron said. "You need to give
them the information to allow
them to make good decisions."
That information, Caron says,
also helps ensure students know
about processes, protection and
body functions and leaves less
mystery and curiosity surrounding sexuality. She said, teens

who learn about sexuality issues
through sexual education classes,
including information about contraception, were more likely to
delay the onset of intercourse as
well as use protection when they
did become sexually active.
Nationally, abstinence only
education is referred to as the Title
V Abstinence Education Program.
According to the National
for
Abstinence
Coalition
Education, Title V requires as part
of educational curriculums:
1. To teach the social, psychological and health gains from
abstaining from sexual activity.
2. Teach abstinence from sexual activity outside of marriage
as the expected standard for
school-aged students.
3. Teach abstinence as the
only certain way to prevent
unplanned pregnancy, sexually
transmitted diseases and associated health problems.
4. Teach mutually faithful

monogamous relationship in the dents who identify as homosexucontext of marriage as the norm. al, bisexual are transgendered or
5. Teach the importance of are questioning their sexuality.
While Maine's LD 1261 was
self-sufficiency before engaging
killed in committee, there are
in sexual intercourse.
6. Teach how to avoid and schools in the state which do teach
reject sexual advances and how abstinence education and they
alcohol and drug use can receive federal dollars as part of
the nationally funded abstinence
increase vulnerability.
Title V supporters claim com- education program. In a Maine
prehensive sexual education Public Radio broadcast in 1997,
sends a mixed message and that Governor Angus King accepted
abstinence is only an option for federal dollars for abstinence edusexual activity. Further, they cation even but did not mandate it
claim birth control and contra- in schools across the state.
But Caron said the best option is
ceptives do not protect against
prevention. Teaching students
STDs or pregnancy.
LD 1261, which promoted the about all aspects of sexuality elimstandards of the Title V program, inates some of the mystery and
also included the teaching that allure of the unknown. But parents,
is
wrong. she said, also had to be involved.
homosexuality
"They are the sexual educaAccording
to
Planned
Parenthood, teaching school age tors of their children," she said.
children homosexuality is wrong "Even if they don't like it, who
and can lead to disease, sub- would they rather have their chilstance abuse, suicide and depres- dren learn from—misinformed
sion, especially if there are stu- peers or MTV or them?"

Assault
the alleged assault at Aroostook
Hall, as well as another alleged
assault in York Hall, were false
reports, but only Bowen has been
charged with making a false public report. Alcohol, Chandler
said, can often affect how a person reacts to situations and

from page 1
charges were not warranted for
the York Hall incident.
"We are very sure [of the
charges]," Chandler said. "We
wouldn't issue a summons unless
we're sure."
According to Chandler, it is
rare to have numerous false

Caffeine, high speed
boost Internet Cafe
By Eric Swallow
Community Reporter
BANGOR - lntown Internet Café
offers a huge variety of Downeast
coffee, espresso and lets you hook
up to the Internet, too. The ownership professes a sincere interest in the
welfare of the pine tree state.
"We invite you to shop with
us and check out all the Maine
made items and supplies from
Maine owned businesses that
help support the hard working
people of this great state of
Maine," their Web site proclaims. "We also want to let you
know that a percentage of all
profits from this site will go to
help local causes in the greater
Bangor Area."
The café, on 56 Main Street,
offers modest lunch and breakfast
menus until six, but its prime
attractions are super-fast Internet
access and caffeine.
Customers can rev up and
delve into the net at one of six different computers until eight p.m.
Many customers come to the café

because their home connections
can't support 3-D gaming.
"My computer can't satisfy my
thirst for virtual savagery," Shayne
Salisbury, a patron said. "Here I
can demoralize the competition in
Age of Empires, Quake III, BlitzIn
2, Heroes III and The Conquerors."
Two women sharing a cup of
coffee and conversation didn't
know what Salisbury was talking
about, but they did appreciate the
quiet cubby on Main Street. "We
came in to talk," they said.
Some have panned Intown
Internet Cafe's food.
"The word diner is a stretch," Jon
Harvey, an Orono resident said.
"Unlike a diner this place has very
few selections. The soup would be
overpriced if it was good, but it doesn't deserve that modest distinction.
While the owner's on the net, he
should look up some new recipes."
Harvey did appreciate the speedy net
access and the coffee, though.
"I'm a big fan of the coffee,
especially the range of selection,
and the net access is fast enough
for any task," he said.
Thom
Gamber, an
employee,
is seen here
behind Tina
Stimpson,
wife
and
partner
of
owner Steve
Stimpson.
CAMPUS
PHOTO
BY
MARK
W.
LIPCZYNSKI.

reports in one year.
and now with the ability commuThe struggle between providing nicate electronically we can draw
factual information in a timely attention more quickly."
fashion and not raising undue
In 1999 there were three rapes
alarm on campus is a struggle that reported on campus and three in
Public Safety deals with constantly. Orono and Old Town. Likewise,
"We would never want to hold there was only one sexual assault
onto an alert to verify the validi- reported at the university in 1999,
ty if there was a threat," while there were eight reported in
Chandler said. "It certainly does Old Town that same year.
destroy the credibility of alerts
According to Deborah
to the campus community when Mitchell, Public Safety crime
[the situation is like] the boy who prevention officer, who often
cried wolf. I still believe this is a handles cases of sexual assault
fundamentally safe campus"
and rape, chances are higher
In compliance with the Clery that a person will be assaulted
Act, Public Safety and UMaine in their dorm or home rather
must release any crime alert, than outdoors. Chandler said
including reports of assaults, because officers are trained to
rapes or other crime activity.
be wary of reports and to ask
According to Joe Carr, Public questions to check the truthfulAffairs spokesman for UMaine, ness of an answer in order to
reporting crime alerts is something
weed out inaccurate answers, it
they are more than willing to do may not always be easy for
even though it is required by law.
someone to report a crime or
"We're taking a more active assault. False reports not only
approach," Carr said. "In the past make Public Safety "spin their
they have always been effective wheels" but also unduly frighten

the community.
Many students have been
angered by the recent events in the
Aroostook area and many simply
don't understand why someone
would make a false report. Even
authorities at UMaine can't pin an
answer on why someone would
file a false report.
Molly Krizinauskas, a resident of Aroostook Hall and sophomore music education major,
said the event made her nervous
and worried. But most of all she
questioned why someone would
make up an event like this.
Lisa Liberatore, a resident
assistant at Hancock Hall, said
she was angered by the report.
"I was really mad that it was
made up, but I don't think it gave
other reports a bad name," she
said. "Even if it was made up it
still sent a shock throughout this
campus to be more safe and aware
of what's going on around them."
Bowen could not be reached
for comment.
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EDITORIAL
Accusations stifle victims
Accusing someone of committing a crime is a serious matter. The accusation is
investigated, someone is usually charged with the crime and justice is sought. But
this time, the University of Maine is bringing charges against an alleged victim. A
female UMaine student has been charged by Public Safety for filing a false public
report. The report was filed after she was allegedly attacked in the Aroostook parking lot by two men. Public Safety determined that the incident never occurred and
issued the woman a summons.
False accusations need to be taken just as seriously as actual accusations.
Accusing someone of a crime can ruin his or her reputation. Even if he or she is
cleared of the crime society has a tainted perception of the person. The falsely
accused have been violated just as severely as someone who has been attacked or
sexually assaulted.
Furthermore, victims who are assaulted are less likely to come forward. They
will be faced with the stigma that they might be lying. It can make others less objective and cause people to take victims less seriously.
The media has a responsibility to clear those wrongly accused in criminal matters as well as report on people who falsely accuse.
Before you cry wolf and point the finger at an innocent person think of the damage you're doing. You're making someone's life miserable and making real victims
weary of reporting actual crimes.

Thanks for all the support
Last night, The Maine Campus was given another new lease on life. But this would
not have been possible without the support of about 50 students who came to the
night's General Student Senate meeting and spoke on behalf of the paper.
Were it not for heart-felt speeches from all of you, this would be the last issue of
The Maine Campus. We would have had to close the paper after having conducted
business as usual with the promise of the $10,000 for eight days — selling advertising
and spending some of the promised money. Without that money much of our efforts
to end this year without debt would have been for naught. We have gone into debt
with our advertisers, a situation we did not want next year's staff to inherit. But
thanks to your support, 12 senators were willing to stand behind their pledge to give
The Maine Campus the $10,000 they originally voted to give us at their Tuesday,
April 3 meeting. This was enough to override the Cabinet's Wednesday, April 11, veto
of the measure.
Students came to the meeting simply so they could tell GSS how much the paper
means to them. Some spoke about how much the paper builds community and
informs the student body in a way no other medium can. Many of you mentioned the
paper is the only way for you to keep up with what is happening on campus, the only
way students know what the administration and other government bodies are doing so
they can be held accountable for their actions. Others made it clear that GSS needed
to put their formal rules aside and do what was right for their constituents. And they
did.
It was the heart those of you from the community showed tonight that put us over
the edge in this battle. The student apathy that is so rampant and so famous on this
campus checked out for the night. Thank you to all of you who managed to take time
on this beautiful evening, during the middle of one of the busiest times of the year to
support us. Your presence at this meeting and passion for this issue won over the
GSS,forcing them to stand by their pledge and help save The Maine Campus.
Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose members
are Brad Prescott, Penny Morton, Stanley Dankoski, Kelly Michaud, Amanda
Hebert, Kimberly Leonard, John Contreraz, Jason Canniff and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
• Assault
"Public Safety reported that it has been determined that there is no
threat to the university
community," according to
the April 11 article
"Assault on Campus."
You may have seen it, but
chances are that it would
be very easy to miss the
article because of the size
of it and because it was
crammed somewhere in
the middle of the paper.
While other articles, such
as, "paranormal activities" are on the cover
page. I would think that
an article about an assault
by two men right in a university parking lot would
have precedence over
such articles. It seems
easy to assume that perhaps there is no true
threat—unless you are a
woman. As a student I
find this statement to be
very demeaning. How is it
possible that there is no
threat to the university
community when on the
night of April 4 a woman
was assaulted on the way
to her car? The article
then goes on to say that "a
rape did not occur" what
is that supposed to mean
anyway? Just because a
rape didn't occur doesn't
mean that there's not a
threat to the community? I
already fear walking at
night—sure, I could call
Campus
Walking
Companions, but why
should I have to? Why
should women fear walking alone to their car as it
is? So it is easy to say that
"a rape didn't occur" but
the only reason that the
two men backed off was
because there were car
lights coming. What
would have happened if
that car had come through
10 or even 20 minutes
later? Fortunately they
did run off, but what happens the next time the two
"men" decide to approach
another woman in the
dark whether it's in a
parking lot, perhaps even
on the way to the library,
dorm or even class? The

Letters to the editor
should not exceed 300
words, must include
name,address and
phone number or email address, and
may be sent to: 4th
floor Chadbourne Hall
or opinion@
mainecampus.com

fact is that this article
should have gotten more
attention. It shouldn't have
been shoved in the middle
of the paper as if it had no
meaning. And Public
Safety should not have
been so demeaning to
women to say that there is
no threat to the university
community. Because as a
student here and as a
woman I feel threatened.
And I can almost guarantee that the woman that
was assaulted sure as hell
feels threatened now, and
will even more so now
when she is alone.
Sarah Lawler
Sophomore
• Stewart Commons
In response to Dan
Cavallari's column, it is
important for the community to know that no foodborne outbreak of vomiting or diarrhea has been
identified
at Stewart
Commons or any other
food commons on campus.
There was an outbreak
of vomiting diarrhea. This
outbreak affected 15 to 20
students. Those affected
had a very serious illness.
In some cases it was necessary to replace the fluids
lost from vomiting and
diarrhea by providing intravenous fluid replacement
therapy. To the best of my
knowledge, every student
recovered although some
suffered quite a bit through
the self-limited illness.
Things we do know
about the problem. There
was no one food identified
as the source of the problem. The foods identified as
having been eaten in common by some of the students were eaten at different
times and by students who
were not eating together as
a group. All stool cultures
were negative for pathogenic bacteria. We had one positive culture from a student
who traveled during break

Thumbs

and this person had no contact
with
Stewart
Commons. The most likely
explanation for the outbreak
is a viral illness. Perhaps
brought back to the community after break. It affected students in Cumberland
Hall, as well as students off
campus.
In summary, we could
find no common source
of food, food-handler, or
type of food being served
that could account for the
illness or its spread to different students. The foods
identified by students
have a very low risk for
contamination. The practices
of
Stewart
Commons' staff are of
very high standard. 1
know because I eat at
Stewart Commons during
the week and on weekends. I watch the food
handling practices very
closely. The staff who
prepare, serve, and otherwise handle the food are
well trained and follow
good and safe practices.
In the past year I have
seen excellent attempts
by the staff and management
of
Stewart
Commons to improve the
facility and the food
offered. Food safety is a
primary concern. As just
one example, a sneezeshield has been placed
over the salad bar area.
Everyone has an opinion
about liking the food
served at one commons
or another. Having an
opinion about one's preferences and tastes is different than suggesting
that there is a problem
with food safety. When
discussing food safety we
need to deal with the
facts. In this case the
facts do not support the
contention that "food poisoning" occurred.
Mark Jackson, MD
Cutler Health Center

Up

GSS- Thanks to John Martin and
the rest of the Student Senate for
supporting The Maine Campus.
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OPINION
Sorry, but I'm not interested Closing Napster
won't end sharing
Last week I was watching
television in my apartment
when I heard a knock on my
door. Peeking out the window
before answering the door, I
noticed two men dressed in
suits standing in my muddy
driveway. I approached the
door with caution and upon
opening it a bit I noticed that
the men weren't government
officials, lawyers or investigators. They were door-to-door
religion peddlers.
Unlike the _other men in
suits I mentioned, religion peddlers don't pack a punch, they
just irritate you. Here's your
SAT analogy: Door to door
religion : men in suits :: black
flies : stinging insects.
For the fourth time this year
I politely accepted literature
designed to "save my soul" and
politely discarded it in the
kitchen trash can.
A few days later I was frantically typing a paper in the
Union computer cluster when I
was approached by a man in a
gorilla suit (this is no joke, or
play on words...read this literally: A man(?) in a gorilla suit.)
Gorilla Boy was handing out
invitations to an anti-Darwin

Okay, okay, I understand.
Creationist religion is threatened by a fossil record that
tears apart their belief system,
their framework. But let's be
serious for a minute ... monkey
costumes and scare tactics
designed to shame us into
church? Give me a break, is
this 1930s Tennessee?
Some of us, myself included, believe in fossil evidence.
Some of us are even here to
on FirstClass with their study it. How would students
thoughts on our institution react if those of us who believe
in the tenets of natural selecteaching evolution.
Although Gorilla Boy inter- tion and survival of the fittest
rupted my attempt to frantical- dressed up like Jesus and handly finish an anthropology ed out pamphlets proclaiming
(irony?) paper, I remained "Organized religion contains
calm. Like I often have in the no fact."
I believe that faith is a
past, I decided to take my issue
public with an opinion column. tremendously important and a
As I write this, I am overcome tremendously personal thing. I
,for one, am not impressed by
with feelings of deja vu.
scare tactics, parlor tricks and
spring
last
time
this
was
It
the like. To those reading this:
condemnthat I wrote an article
ing local religious groups for Kindly take your beliefs out of
my face. Hang on to your
pamphleteering my car with
brochures and your magazines,
"You're gonna burn in hell" literature. This year they have I don't want them, I don't need
forgone the politeness of avoid- them and I'm not interested.
ing me and instead peddled
Kris Healey is a senior
their beliefs face to face with
anthropology major.
circus tricks and cheap suits.

lecture on campus that was
sponsored by the Campus
Crusade for Christ. I recognized the group as the same
people who had been flooding
the letters to the editor folder

Travis Cowing's guide to college
Well, I've been here at college for the past 19 years.
During my extended tenure at
UMaine, I believe that I have
accrued a considerable amount
of knowledge. Not really any
sort of useful knowledge but
rather I've opted to retain the
most irrelevant facts in the
damn universe. For instance, I
have memorized everything on
the label of a Jack Daniels bottle and I can tell you that
Garfield's nemesis is a small
cat named Nermul.
My point is, I have gained
experience at school and I have
become somewhat of a Yoda in
the field of higher learning. So
hopefully in the next few paragraphs I can give all of you a
few tactics that will help you
not only survive, but perhaps
thrive, in the busy community
we call college.
First of all, you don't really
need to go to classes, especially during the first eight weeks.
Professors give you a syllabus.
(Note: "syllabus" is not to be
confused with the sexually
transmitted disease known as
"syphilis" which, if you're not
careful, you may also get from
a professor.) On a syllabus, the
professor labels important
dates like quizzes and tests.
This is key. Don't miss these
important days. However, if
you do the teachers are fairly

lenient. Give them a weird
excuse like, "I got my nuts
caught in a shopping cart in a
Tahitian church." If excuses
like these don't work then just
tell your professor you play
hockey. You're home free.

Also, it's fairly common to
go to a party somewhere and
find yourself in an altercation
with another individual who is
as drunk and belligerent as you
are. If you see the argument
coming to blows then step back
and size the other person up.
First off, never fight with
another person if he has an
animal nickname. Examples
are Bear, Snake or Badger. If
the guy has a nickname like
that then one of two things
may be true: He either wrestles that animal or has sex with
one. In either case, you probably don't want to mess with
him. Also, look for a weak
spot. Does this person have
glasses or a prosthetic limb?
This being said, if the other
dude is in a wheelchair you're
all set. Punch him in the gut
and run up a hill. It'll take him
hours to catch you.

And girls, when you get all
spiced up for a night on the
town, use your head. Work
with what you've got. Hey darlin', you shouldn't be wearing
pint sized pants if you have a
three-gallon ass. There's no
need of it. There shouldn't be
junk hanging over your drawers. You don't go squeezing
four scoops of ice cream into a
kiddy cone. It just doesn't happen. If your goal is to be
noticed then ease back on the
leather and spandex. It's easier
on both your belt and my eyes.
And fellas, try and use better judgment when you're
intoxicated. There's nothing I
despise more than seeing drunk
dudes taking hideous girls
home. After about 10 shots of
Jagermeister even a fat war-pig
begins to look like Heidi Klum.
That's why you should always
travel with your friends when
drinking. If they are true
friends, they'll give you an
accurate opinion. I know that
on many occasions my friends
have prevented me from bringing home a sasquatch.
In closing, just remember
one thing: college is just like
having sex with a fat chick: as
long as you stay on top, everything will go smoothly.
Travis Cowing goes by the
nickname Bull.

Do you know anyone who
wouldn't take something that
was for free, no strings
attached, especially when it
comes to music? Of course not.
What if that free music came
with a price,
say someone
told you it
was stolen?
Most likely
you'd take it
anyway. Now
imagine sending your friends clips
of CDs you copied. Is that illegal?
Now, what if ... No wonder
Napster is in the mess it is.
For those who don't know,
Napster, the brainchild of 20something Shawn Fanning, is a
free program that lets computers
connect to one another directly
and transfer MP3 files. MP3s are
encoded data that contain CDquality sound on extremely compact files. Many saw the exchange
of music over the Internet as a
next generation revolution or a
violation of copyright laws.
On March 6, 2001, the
California Court of Appeals
ordered Napster had three days
to remove all songs and artists
the music industry saw fit.
Napster faithful, reluctant to
give up their freedoms, renamed
files making it hard to tell what
they contained. Though this
decision allows Napster to stay
open for now, time can only tell
if or when they do close down.
Good old capitalism won the
war. Of course, stealing music is
inherently wrong, that's the way
the artist makes his living. What I
don't understand is why Napster
has become the scapegoat while
copyright infringement runs wild.
Napster I thought of as a
dial-up radio station. Think
about it: the radio plays songs
at different time intervals and
if one likes a song they play all
one have to do is pop in a blank
cassette tape and hit rec67a.
Napster broadcasts music like a
radio, only the user is able to
control it.
Radio advertisements pay
for music licenses. I don't
know why Napster didn't
implement advertisements into
their software like you see

everywhere when surfing the
Web or using America Online's
Instant Messenger. They could
have used that money as revenue to offset the music industry. Seeing all the traffic
Napster created, the music
industry saw
fruit ripe for
picking.
People
record from
the radio using CDs and cassettes and catch television
shows they missed using a VCR.
What's the difference?
What makes the music
industry nervous isn't the fact
that if Napster continued they
wouldn't be able to buy that
twelfth SUV or BMW to add to
their collection, but rather the
utopian idea Napster broadcasts.
In a perfect world, Napster
would provide musical enjoyment
for all, not limiting it to the rich or
the elite. It's the perfect marketing
tool; people are exposed to a much
wider variety of music than they
would be on radio. People are
going to buy music but not at the
rate the industry would have it.
Some artists don't mind having
their music on Napster, like Limp
Dave
Radiohead,
Bizkit,
Matthews, Courtney Love, Moby,
B.B. King and Foo Fighters. I
would rather go out and buy 50
copies of their music than one millisecond of an artist that tried to
shut Napster down. Why? Because
it shows how confident the artist is
in their work that people will enjoy
and purchase it freely.
However, there is no such
thing as a free lunch.
As long as CD burners and
other such devices are used, this
topic about infringement isn't
going away. How long is it going
to be for a new Napster to show
its face in American public? Will
people go set up their own private
NApster networks? Probably.
The music industry won,
but its just a slap on the face to
American consumers. I'm
sticking around for what looks
to be a good rematch, or perhaps the final TKO.
Jason Lashin is a first-year
journalism major.

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of
ideas among members of the university community. Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 300 words. Guest columns should be approximately 500-600 words. Submissions should be e-mailed within FirstClass
text or typed, double-spaced and must include full name, address and
phone number. All submissions can be sent to the opinion editor at: opinlongtmainecampus.com.Anonymous letters will not be published without
a compelling reason.
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QUESTION

OF THE WEEK:

Kate Welt
4th year
Camden, ME

Vanessa Marceau
1st year
Belgrade, ME

"I just don't feel
safe anywhere at
night."

"For the most part,
but I usually take
someone with me
or 1 drive. 1 wouldn't
personally walk by
myself after dark."

Wednesday, April 18, 2001

Do you feel safe walking alone
on campus at night?

Joyce Miller
3rd year
Old Town, ME

Michael Reid
2nd year
Bangor, ME

"No, because there
aren't any lights in
the parking lot by
the MCA. That's
where I usually
park."

"Absolutely."

Mike Charette
2nd year
Augusta, ME
"1 guess; I don't
think crime is very
frequent compared
to a big city. Some
of the streets are
not very well lit."

Sex Matters
by Sandra L. Caron
Q: My friend is currently in a
caring relationship with a
woman,but he seeks sexual
pleasure from other women. Is
he wrong in seeking pleasure
from other women?
Male,Sophomore
A: I think that's up to him to decide.
It also may be important to ask her
how she feels about it. If their relationship is simply based on a nice
friendship, it may not be an issue. As
you realize, we relate to different people in different ways — be it friend,
confidant, or sexual partner.
However, if there are expectations of
monogamy in their "caring relationship," seeking sexual pleasure in other
women is going to be a point of contention. Hopefully your friend has
been able to be honest with this
woman about his expectations for
their friendship, as well as open about
his desire to pursue sexual relations
with other women. If it turns out she
is not comfortable with his behavior".
she can certainly decide whether to
continue with their friendship as it is.
Q: My partner and I have fallen
into a routine when having sex.
Is this normal? How can we
change this?
Female,
Junior
A: Oh yes, this
is normal and
a frequent
complaint of
couples who
have been
together for
awhile.
Whoever said,
"Variety is the
spice of life,"
may have been
thinking about

sex when they wrote it.
You ask how you can break the routine. It is important to begin with
communication. Couples sometimes
get into a sexual routine that's not
what either person wants. By communicating to each other what they
really would like to do and then
doing it, couples can introduce some
variety into their relationship.
Various love and sex manuals can
offer some new techniques. It should
be pointed out that sometimes a couple's sexual relationship mirrors
other aspects of their relationship.
Sexual boredom may sometimes
mean partners are generally bored
with each other. Rejuvenating the
rest of the relationship may do wonders for the sexual relationship.
Good luck.
Sandra L. Caron is a Professor of
Family Relations/Human Sexuality
in the College ofEducation &
Human Development; she teaches
CHF 351: Human Sexuality in the
Spring semester. Questionsfor Dr.
Caron can be sent directly to her at
The Maine Campus, Chadbourne
Hall. Copyright Sandra L. Caron
2001.

La Vogue
Fine Lingerie
For Men and Women

Adult Novelties--Movies--Vinyl
Dancewear-Sizes Small to 3X
Why pay more? Visit our store.
57 N. Main St. Brewer, ME
989-1991 or 1-866-989-6969

By Nicole Brann
Crime Reporter
Michael Howard, 19, was issued a
summons for illegal possession of alcohol
by a minor on Friday, April 13.
At 1:15 a.m. officers responded to a
noise complaint in Hancock Hall. Upon
arrival they found five people in possession of alcohol. Four of the five were
referred to Judicial Affairs.
Frederick O'Neal, age not given, was
arrested and issued summonses for criminal trespass, possession of a suspended
license and criminal mischief on
Saturday, April 14.
At 2:19 a.m. Officer Jeff King
observed O'Neal in York Hall and knew
from a letter that had been given to
Public Safety that he had been banned
from the building because of intoxication.
According to reports, Officer King
escorted O'Neal out of the building and
was warned that if he returned he would
be arrested.
A short time later, according to reports,
Officer King returned to York to investigate a noise complaint on the fourth
floor. While investigating, King saw
O'Neal once again in the hall.
O'Neal was arrested and issued summonses. The criminal mischief summons
was given after O'Neal reportedly tried to
break into his old room and in the
process damaged the lock.
At 1:33 a.m.
on Monday,
April 9, officers responded
to a call from
York Hall of a
male urinating
on a door. A
resident assistant reported

that he recognized the subject as a resident in his wing.
The student was referred to Judicial
Affairs and a crew was called in to clean up.
On Friday, April 13, at 2:30 a.m. an
RA in Hancock Hall reported that a- male
and female were taking a shower together in the men's bathroom.
When officers arrived, the two were
found together, naked, in the men's
room. Both were referred to Judicial
Affairs.
Brendan Cronin, 18;was issued a summons on a charge of illegal possession of
alcohol by a minor.
According to reports, at 11:49 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 10, Cronin was found
next to an unattended police cruiser
behind York Hall.
Cronin was reportedly acting suspicious and appeared very intoxicated.
When asked how much he had to drink,
he reportedly said he had consumed a
half a fifth of Jim Beam bourbon.
As a result he was issued a sum-ions.
From Wednesday, April 11 to
Thursday, April 12, Public Safety
received four separate reports of burglary
to motor vehicles.
According to reports, two of the breakins occurred in the Orchard Lot, one in
the Stewart Lot and one in the York Lot.
In all of the burglaries, stereo equipment
and compact discs were taken.

Billings &
Silverstein
Attorneys

at

Law

State and Federal
Criminal Trials
*Drug Charges *OUI *Assault
9 4 1 — 2 3 5 6
We also handle auto accidents.
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Crossword
ACROSS
Sporty Mazda
6 Name for a
colleen
io Actor Johnny
14 Tannenbaum
topper
15 "Tell -- lies"
16 Lamb alias
17 1981 drama
starring Treat
Williams
20 D.C. dignitary
21 Prelim
22 Slip cover?
23"-- jolly
swagman ..."
("Waltzing
Matilda" start)
24 Soul, in
Soissons
25 Spenser opus
32 It's right in the
atlas

33 It may be
proper
34 Frequent Powell
co-star
35 Dalloway or
Doubtfire
36 XXX drink, in the
comics
39 Singing the
blues
40----- Lilly and
Co.
41 Princess
tormentor
42 Kind of dancer
44 Arabian Sea
nation
45 Tennyson's
12-poem series
50 Shoebox letters
51 Isn't insensitive
52 "Bulletproof"
actor Henry

Edited by Will Shortz

55 Photographer
Cartier-Bresson
56 Scheming
59 Expressionistic
O'Neill play
62 A driver may
change one
63 Goatish glance
64 Get out of bed
65 Bookie's quote
66 Auto pioneer
6/ Overexcited
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1 They may
provide relief
2 Apropos of
3 Opposed to, in
Dog patch
4 Rare
gymnastics
score
5 Handel opera
6 Ham
7 Chorus
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 8 Gung-ho about
9 Japanese
drama
10 Authoritative
order
11 Writer Wiesel
12 Orchestra areas
13 Is beneficial
18 Suffix with
differ
I
19 Onetime
Secretary of
State Muskie
23 Frequently,
poetically
24 Blue hue
25 Adagio and
allegro
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Puzzle by Nancy S. Ross

26 Ran fast, in
England
27 16-Across work
28 Aurora's Greek
counterpart
29 Varnish resin
30 Pitcher Ryan
31 Gawking at
36 Radiant
37 Meet one's
Waterloo
38 Narcissist's
problem
43 Bid
44 Endorses
46 Some banks
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RALLY PU(.14ING.
114E BoUNIX. or
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47 Barbershop
quartet
members
48 Munich Mr.
49 Mendelssohn
oratorio
52 Normandy
battle site
no idea!"

54 Play the
pawnbroker
55 Bread end
56 Use shears
57----majeste
58 River of Flanders
60 Arafat's grp.
61 "Kid" of jazz
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styl
Folklife
center
preserves
history
By Debra Hatch
Copy Editor
The voices, stories and traditions of the past have a friend to
document them here at the
University of Maine. And without the Folklife Center, director
James Moreira believes that
these traditions, stories and
glimpses of the past would be
lost forever.
"There's no other way of preserving [this information],"
Moreira said. "As soon as the
conversation ends it's gone forever. That's why the Folklife
Center collects it, the oral history. It's the best source for documenting everyday culture, especially if you want it to be part of
history."
Located in South Stevens
Hall, the Folklife Center developed out of the Northeast
Archives which was started in
1957 by former UMaine professor Dr. Edward Ives. In 1989, the
actual Folklife Center was developed as an outgrowth of the
archives.
According to the Folklife
Center, the archives serve as a
"repository for audio, video, and
written materials documenting
the history and cultural traditions
of Maine, New England and the
Maritime Provinces of Canada in
the late 19th and early 20th century." Now the archives hold
over 8,000 photographs and
2,500 tape-recorded interviews.
Those archives are important
to maintaining the oral and written tradition, not only in the
United States, but in Maine.
Yearly, as part of its philosophy,
the center produces cassettes,
CDs and videos relating to
Maine folklife.
It also helps researchers,
teachers and the public research
aspects relating to folklife.
Students and other researchers
working on projects have a place
strictly devoted to preserving the
oral, written and fine-tuned traditions of the past. With over
35,000 hours of documented
tapes, students and researchers
have the opportunity to make
their papers live with Maine
folklife and history.
In addition to what is located
here at UMaine, the center also
See FOLICUFE on page 15
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Vegetarianism growing trend at UM
Student vegetarians divided over options, reasons
By Kate Perry
For The Maine Campus
At lunch time on any given
day, first-year biology major
enters
Diana
Macmahon
Stodder Commons and foregoes
the hot plates of beef stew,
chicken fingers and steak
kabobs in favor of
stir fry, wraps or
vegetable
lo
mein. But if that
doesn't work,',
there's always the
salad bar.
"A lot of the
time I don't like the
entrees,"
said
Macmahon. "The sandwich bar
is OK, but I always insist that
the sandwich maker puts on new
gloves. That way, if they just
made a ham sandwich before,
they don't get ham slime all
over my food."
Macmahon is part of a growing population at the University
of Maine: vegetarians.
Vegetarianism is a lifestyle in
which the participants eat a
meatless diet. The term vegetarianism is a misnomer, as even
the strictest vegetarians usually
eat more than vegetables per se.
Most enjoy fruits, beans, nuts
and almost anything else that is
not derived from animals. Some
vegetarians will also eat eggs
and dairy products, as well.
There are three basic categories of vegetarians. Vegans
are the most dedicated vegetarians, eating only plant products
and no fish, eggs or dairy
products at all. In some
cases, vegans will not eat
any kind of animalfood,
derived
including honey.
Lactovegetarians
eat dairy products,
not eggs or fish.
but
Ovolactovegetarians include
eggs and dairy products in their
diets, but no meat or fish.
People choose to become
vegetarians for many reasons
and for some, religion is the
Hindus,
deciding factor.
and
Moslems
Buddhists,
Seventh Day Adventists are, of
a necessity, vegetarian.
For other people, like
Macmahon, the decision to
become vegetarian is inspired
by other factors.
"I choose this way because I
think the way they turn animals
into meat is disgusting," said
Macmahon, who became a vegetarian five years ago. "Meat is
absolutely disgusting and repul-

sive to me and I don't think I
could eat it if I had a gun to my
head."
"My decision came about
not unlike Lisa Simpson's
decision to be a vegetarian,"
says senior English education
major and ovolactovegetarian
Bridget Madden.
"One day, my family had
lamb chops for dinner and
I felt so horrible, I almost
threw up," Madden said.
"I just felt bad about eating such a cute animal.
And after that day, I realized I
felt bad about eating all animals."
Other students have discovered
edible
preferences
through classes.
"I was in a philosophy class
in which we were discussing
various moral problems, and one week we
did animal rights. I
realized that with the
beliefs I have it was
totally hypocritical to
continue
eating
meat," says senior
science
political
major Brea Williams,
who passed her oneyear anniversary as a
vegetarian this month.
"Morally, taking the life of
another being just seems
unconscionable given that it's
completely unnecessary to live
a full and healthy life."
A healthy life is one of the
largest reasons people become
vegetarians. Vegetarian diets
tend to be low-fat, high fiber
and vitamin-rich, which promote health in a number of
ways. It reduces the risk of
heart disease, cataracts and
strokes. Studies have
also concluded that
diets rich in fruits,
vegetables and grains can
reduce cancer rates.
Just as a vegetarian diet can
promote good health with what
it includes, it can prove beneficial through what it excludes.
Diets rich in meat and high fat
dairy products are known to be
contributing factors to heart
disease and cancer, while
reducing fat in the
diet may reduce the
risk of heart
and
attack
stroke.
Switching to
vegetarianism can also
sometimes ease the symptoms
of rheumatoid arthritis.
However, vegetarianism

limits the number of options a
Fileccia, a graduate student in
practitioner has to get a number
the school of social work.
of essential nutrients. The most
Not everyone is so easily
common deficiency is a lack of
convinced. Valerie Martin, a
vitamin B12, which occurs natsenior biology major
urally solely in animal
)
i and vegan of two
products.
Vitamin D,
years, disagrees.
which comes from sun- \
"Last year at
light and fortified milk, is
Stodder Commons,I
,
also frequently lacking in
ate a salad
vegetarian diets. To counter
almost
every
such problems, which are
meal due to lack
usually rare, most experts recof choice. On those special
ommend that vegetarians regutheme nights, it's impossible for
larly take nutritional suppleme to eat since they get rid of
ments or multivitamin pills.
the salad bar."
With their range of acceptSandra Donahue, Dining
able foods already limited,
Service Manager at Stodder
many UMaine vegetarians are
Commons, says that Stodder's
frustrated by the lack of cuisine
Beans n' Greens program has
choices offered in a meat-oriimproved vegetarians' options
ented culture.
since its inception in the mid"The hardest thing about
nineties.
being a vegetarian
"When I took over the line
eating
at
is
back in '97, vegetarians were
restaurants,"
offered three choices of entree,"
said
said Donahue. "I decided that
the vegetarians and vegans here
deserved the same amount of
Williams.
choices as everybody else ... I
"You can ususpent a lot of time doing
ally find at
research and coming up with
least one thing
new recipes, and I thinkI've
that you can eat,
compiled about 120."
but it's often the
Donahue adds the menu is
everywhere."
same
an "ongoing process," and she
is
the
"Subway
adds and deletes items to
accommodate students' tastes
only fast food place that I can
and preferences.
eat at," said Macmahon. "The
"In the very beginning there
other night I was at a Ground
Round and was impressed that
was a lot of critical feedback,"
said Donahue. "This year, I
I had 4 meals to choose from,
haven't heard anything one way
but all the meat-eating people
or another. I think most vegeprobably had over 50."
tarians are happy with what
Madden found similar diswe're offering, which is
couragement.
good."
"I dislike how hard it
Maintaining a colorcan be to find a variation of
ful, varied diet
things to eat when I go out
isn't the only
to eat," said Madden.
challenge out
"However, I am finding
there. For many
more and more places
vegetarians, their
have vegetarian items on
lifestyle change has
their menus because the
movement is growing."
social ramifications of varying
degrees as well.
Opinions are mixed con"Some people, for some reacerning UMaine's efforts to
population.
vegetarian
its
son,
get really defensive when
serve
commons
on
dining
they find out you are a vegetarOf the four
Stodder
only
campus,
ian," said Madden.
"Probably the most chalCommons offers a vegetarian
line, called Beans n' Greens, as
lenge I've had with a group of
an alternative to its regular fare.
people has been my own famiWilliams professes to be a
ly," said Fileccia. "Cause, you
of Stodder
"a fan
know, I'd come home for dinCommons. They usually
ner and my mom would cook
have a good selection and
regular meals, and I wouldn't
the food is actually pretty
eat it. I think that was really
good."
hard for them to rectify, but
"My experience is that
they've gotten over it."
Even still, most UMaine
Stodder Commons is amazing
with their vegetarian [and]
See VEGGIE on page 14
vegan selections," said Angela
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UM grad helping to foster recreational reclining
By Jessica Bishop
For The Maine Campus
If relying on a seat, some
metal and two tires at sixty miles
an hour is the goal, Stillwater
Recumbants and owner Dave
Atwood are where it's at.
In business for three years
now, Atwood has seen the market for recumbent bicycles grow
in the Orono area. According to
Atwood several local professors
own recumbants and many people consider their bikes replacement cars because they are
accessible and easy to use for
local commuting.
Atwood is a Mainer at heart.
Having lived in Bucksport, and
now residing in Stillwater,
Atwood has also lived as far

north as Caribou and as far south
as Kittery. After the Gulf War,
Atwood retired from the Air
Force in 1991 and began attending the University of Maine. He
graduated in 1997 with a degree
in history.
Currently, aside from running
Stillwater Recumbents, he is a
part-time English as a second
language tutor in the Old Town
school system.
A big part of his reason for
beginning his recumbent shop is
because "no one else around had
the knowledge."
As Atwood said, recumbent
bicycling is wonderful because
there's "no pressure on pressure
points," because the seat is
padded with about two inches of
foam to make the ride more

Photos courtesy of www.organicengines.com

enjoyable.
The toughest part of riding a
recumbent bicycle is trying to
pedal uphill. Riders have to push
with their lower back and butt
muscles; a lot more so than on a
regular bicycle.
Buyers will find a variety of
options when it comes to picking
out and purchasing a recumbent
bicycle. Buying a tandem [riding with another person] bike is a
choice as well as deciding
between short or long wheelbase
for a tandem.
Another option is under-theseat steering. Though many people may be intimidated when
looking at a bicycle with the
steering in such a place, it works
just as well.
Riding a regular bicycle sets
you in a position where you have
to keep your attention on the
road. In a recumbent bicycle you
"can look around...actually see
things," because riding a recumbent "is about total relaxation,"
according to Atwood.
Recumbent bicycles have
been around since the early
1900s. In 1925, in France, a
pair of brothers invented a
"velocar," velo translated into

English
means
bicycle.
Recumbent bicycles have two
wheels, but the front tire is
much smaller than the back, and
instead of being over the handlebars while you're pedaling,
you're sitting down on top of
the tires in a seat.
The amazing velocar instantly
began breaking all of the world
speed records. Soon the French
began to dislike the recumbent
bicycles because they were different from "regular" bicycles.
Along with the dislike came a
ban on the bikes that lasted into

A big part of his reason for beginning
his recumbent shop is because "no
one else around had the knowledge."

Photos courtesy of www.organicengines.com

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
The Marine Cam:pug
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the 1960s. The ban was lifted
only when people desired to be
different opting for bikes that
provided more comfort.
Once the ban was lifted,
recumbent bicycles again
began smashing the speed
records. Every single speed
record, any distance, any
amount of time, any race, all
were held by recumbent bicycles. In 1986, Freddy Markum
reached a peak speed of 65.5
miles per hour, an absolutely
incredible feat for a bike at the
time.
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Maine Masque Theatre Presents

TAKING ST
By Alan'llyc

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
A Public Service ot th USIA Forest Service and
your State Forester,

Bowling
Benefit
Bowl All You Can Bowl for 5 hrs!
Adults: $10
Kids (8th grade and under): $5
Admission includes shoe rental
FREE SODA $1 DRAFTS,
BURGERS,NACHOS,FRIES,$1 EACH!!
Benefits Robichaud Motorsports & #18 Sport-4

Old Town Bowling Lanes
827-2874
Located directly across from Rite Aid
FRIDAY APRIL 20TH,6-11 PM

Aitkook

7:30 pm
2 2:00 pm
ck Auditottium
f Maine
Ticke
aineCard
Call 581-1755 For Ticket Information
Directed by Elaine DiFai
gherty
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Turkey not only ruins
says exchange student
By Domonic Potorti
Special to 17m Maths Campus
In my last article, I told you,
my devoted readers, of my
adventures in the Southern
reaches of the Turkish Rebublic.
It would have seemed from that
article I live in the company of
dead people. Ruins, ruins, ruins.
And then more ruins. True, I
exploit my time here in Turkey to
see things I could never even
dream of seeing in the United
States, with my excitement
growing with the age and the
exotic qualities inherent in the
places I go. I love hearing the
azan(the Muslim call to prayer).
I can even tell time from them. I
find my breath being taken from
me whenever I see a particularly
gorgeous mosque. If there is
something weed-choked and old,
perhaps with pillars, I am there.
But, you think, what about the
living Turks? Well, where would
one start?
As an anthropologist in training, I've been endlessly fascinated by the Turks and their rich,
vibrant culture. The moment I
arrived in this country, with
about eight words of Turkish in
my vocabulary and four metric
tons of luggage, I felt like I
belonged here, if just for my
short four and a half months.
I spent my whole first "day"
in a jet-lagged stupor, but once I
came around, I found myself surrounded by smiling faces and a
group of people who seemed
endlessly helpful and curious—I
didn't even have a real chance to
be alone here.
One could cite the panMediterranean hospitality culture, particularly strong in Italy,
Greece and Turkey, but I think it
was something more than that.
While I couldn't tell left from
right and the hours from anything, the people who were to
become my dearest friends

couldn't wait to learn all about
me and ask me questions. I
could tell you about them for
pages, but I have a feeling that
those of you in Readerland
wouldn't appreciate the lifestories of people you will never
meet. No matter.
So, what are the Turks really
like, here on the ground? If the
portrayal of Turks and Middle
Easterners in general is correct,
then I live now in a country that
doesn't exist. The Turkey of
harems, sultans, fezzes and
nargile(water pipes for smoking)
is mere fantasy. If you were to
stand in the heart of Istanbul and
wonder where such things could
be found, you would be wasting
your precious time.
The same goes for the Turks.
If one were not to speak, I would
never, at least in urban contexts,
be able to tell whether someone
was a Turk or a foreigner. Turkey
has been seized by a hunger for
all things Western, leaving the
young cloaked in Pokemon and
the older in the latest fashions
from New York,Paris and Milan.
The old woman, sheathed completely in black from head to toe
with only eye slits allowing light
onto her body, and the twentysomething with a leather
miniskirt and cellphone, puffing
on a Marlboro Light, both defend
their heritage as Turks. Who is to
say which one is more so?
I will say that there are some
things that become apparent
immediately when coming to
understand the Turks. One of
these is that every Turk you meet
will break the mold from the
Turk you met before. I've met
nationalists, anarchists and people who wouldn't know a call to
prayer from a public service
announcement on the radio. Just
when you think that you have,
indeed, found the secret formula
See TURKEY on page 15

Massachusetts School of Law

Veggie

from page 12

vegetarians think giving up meat
is a choice worth making.
"There's an instant connection that you get with other
vegetarians a lot of times,"
said Fileccia. "Having vegetarianism in common with
someone is often a quick con-

necting bond because ... you
know that the fellow vegetarian has experienced the same
things as you.
"I actually like how creative
you have to be with your
food," Fileccia continues.
"I've ended up using products

that I don't think I would have
eaten otherwise like tofu or soy
milk. In order to get variation
in my diet, I had to learn
recipes from other cultures like
Chinese, Japanese, Thai, Latin
American countries, African
countries, Indian, etc."

Can we talk?
..
...a vacation."
"Sounds good to me."
"...Chinese tonight?"
"Pizza?"
"Something romantic."
"Mel Gibson?"
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Folklife

Solitary Worship

from page 12

Sister Catherine Green, Diocesan director of religious education for region II, says "I come here for daily mass" of the Newman center on Good Friday as she waits for a service to begin to celebrate the last seven words of Jesus. CAMPUS PHOTO BY MARK W.
LIPCZYNSKI.

Turkey
what to answer.
for understanding what makes
So, out of respect for the first
the Turks tick, again you are
person in Turkey who cared
thrown from that bucking horse.
about me, I adopted the aegis of
Only now, instead of spitting
why,
being a fan of Fenerbahche
wondering
out the dirt and
Garden), a team
(Lighthouse
getting
I have found myself
Asian
Istanbul in a
from
hailing
back on the horse with increasKadikoy.
called
neighborhood
group
a
that
ing vigor. The fact
be infiwould
life
my
and
That,
of people could effectively hold
nitely miserable had I not.
me under their spell thus sounds
My closest, dearest friends
much scarier than the reality of
become like hideous, spitting
the situation. So the answer to
beasts when there is a match,
the question, "Who is a Turk?"
and God himself could only be
is at once silly and insulting.
moved to pity the other team,
You can, however, know what
whose players and fans are
they love.
assailed with such venom that I
I can say one thing that is
find myself at one smiling and
inherently true with only mild
being truly shocked. I had the
male
are
you
if
exceptions:
to actually see "my"
opportunity
females
rabid
(with some very
when they
Sunday
this
team
completely,
as well!) you are
and
Ankara,
in
here
play
to
came
or
absolutely mad for futbol,
Turkish
thing:
one
you
tell
can
I
Euro-style soccer. Turks put
the fanatic in ... well, fanatic. futbol fans make American football fans look like they are on a
Here, futbol is inescapable.
morphine drip.
In fact, a mere couple of hours
The screaming is endless;
had passed in this coulitryst
the fans all decked out in the
before I was asked which
Fener colors (yellow and blue),
team I favored. Having never
and oh, wait—huge fences
even seen a soccer game other
between the seatings of the
a
as
played
I
ones
the
than
fans and the
Fenerbahche
clue
no
had
I
-old,
seven-year

from page 14
opposing team to prevent
deaths from rioting. Having
seen on TV the police taking
two foot long knives from very
special fans, I have to admit I
was a little leery of going, but
my best friend here would have
dragged me to the game even if
I had perished the night before,
propping my corpse in the little, hard dirty seats, my new
birthday present (a Fener jersey, with my name written how
it sounds in Turkish) pinned to
me. Alas, Fener lost, and I
once again endeavored to bring

light back into the life of my
best buddy, for whom the team
is like a family. To do so is but
a tiny piece of repayment for
the happiness he and the rest of
my friends here have given me.
Now they aren't really friends.
They are beyond that now.
They are the family that I will
always have, here across the
Atlantic on a whole different
continent. To a Turk, family is
most important above all else.
Well, see? There is certainty
number two. I have no doubt I
will find more.

sponsors and organizes two
Maine folklife festivals: the
Common Ground Fair in Unity
and the Folklife Festival held
every year around November.
But its not just up to the staff
of the Folklife Center to maintain and document contemporary
Maine life, how it used to be and
how it will be in the future.
Memberships help the general
public to take part in the center.
Currently, Moreira says, the center has over 200 members.
Affiliated with the anthropology department many of the staff
of the Folklife Center also teach
classes about Maine folklife,
folk songs and Native American
Most
recently,
traditions.
Moreira said, they have teamed
up with the department of cornmunication and journalism to
devote a class to documenting
Maine folklife. The radio docutnentaries should be airing later
in the semester on WMEB 91.9
FM, according to Moreira.
They are also in the process
of working on a larger project
with Acadia National Park as
part of an oral history program
about the Civilian Conservation
Corps, a depression era program.
However, the center's lack of
space has contributed to some
problems in the amount of available offerings. While the center
currently houses a small library
and a listening center, he is
hopeful that they will be able to
have enough space to offer
exhibits in the future.

friends
don't let friends
drive drunk

ACADIA BIKE'S 9TH ANNUAL

FLEET LIQUICIRTION

The Depot
Redemption & Recycling
Paper, Glass, Tin
Hours: M-F 12-6PM
Now open Saturdays 10AM-2PM
Get the Depot Club Card, &
recieve 10% more on your
returnables.
Located in the Service Area of
Facilities Managemant, Rarely Road.
Call 581-3309

RALEIGH-CANNONDALE-GIANT
BIKES FROM $149

IN THE LOWN ROOM, UNION
ACADIA BIKE-BAR HARBOR, ME
288-9605
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Sports column
gible for this years draft, like
those before them, have
explained that they are taking a
shot at a dream. For some early
defectors that dream has become
a nightmare. Joel Przybilla left
Minnesota last year after his
sophomore season with the
Gophers. The 7-foot-l-inch center was a shot blocking machine
in college, but he's had few
opportunities to rack up the
rejections averaging just 7.7
minutes in 32 games this year
with the Milwaukee Bucks.
Former
University
of
Connecticut star Khalid El-Amin
is even worse off. He was taken by
Chicago last year after completing
three years with the Huskies. He
saw action in 50 games with the
Bulls, but was waived by the team
last month after being sidelined
with tendonitis.
The players aren't the only
ones who fall on hard times
when they decide to leave
school early. Arizona head
coach Lute Olsen knew he was
going to be losing four seniors
from this year's team, but he
now has four additional vacancies with the premature depar-

from page 20

tures of Richard Jefferson,
Gilbert Arenas, Jason Gardner
and Michael Wright.
The
Wildcats may not have enough
players to conduct 10 man
scrimmages next season.
To ensure college players are
not putting themselves into negative situations and leaving their
schools in adverse conditions by
jumping at professional opportunities too early, the NCAA should
create a rule disallowing any
Division I, II or III basketball
player to leave for the pros before
completing three years of college.
Following this year's NCAA
championship game, Jefferson
was asked if he would stay in
school or enter the draft. At that
post-game press conference the
junior said he planned to continue his education. Six days later
Jefferson announced that he
would not be returning to
Arizona for his senior season
explaining that his response to
the earlier questions was not "an
educated answer."
Perhaps another year in
school would help him and others determine their career plans
more carefully.

ADVERTISE IN THE
iscellaneous
Gay/Les/BI/Trans/Ouestioni
lig: Coffee Talk *207 Lithe
Hall* Every Tuesday 7:008:30pm.
LEGAL SERVICES FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-WTH; 3rd floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789
Animal Orphanage wishes
to thank Lamba Chi Alpha &
Delta Zeta for their volunteer work.
QUESTIONS ABOUT SPIRITUALITY? You might be surprised what the Bible has to
more at
say. Learn
Church
Neighborhood
(Christian and Misionary
Alliance), located near
Bangor International Airport
at 263 Texas Ave. 10:30
Sun., coffee and donuts at
10:00am. Contemporary
praise and worship, and
sound teaching from God's
word. 945-9937.
Bartending.
University
Classes start soon. 1-800U-CAN-MIX. www.universitybartending.com
Orono Thrift Shop-Take Pine
Off Main St, 2nd Rt off Pine
(Birch St) Wed. 11am-4pm,
Sat llam-2pm.
Black& White Photography
Workshop and Lessons. Call
Merle *827-0647

For Rent
Now leasing 12345Bedroom
Apts for Fall semester (no
spring semester). Call
IM&M *866-5690
YOUR CLASSIFIED AD COULD
BE HERE! CALL 581-1273
FOR RATES AND DAYS TO
RUN.
CHEAP CLASSIFED ADS?
WE'VE GOT EM. 3 UNES, 3
DAYS, $6! CALL 581-1273.
Live Independent and save
thousands over high university costs. Modern, clean
5Br/10Br townhouses. 8276212.
bath.
5Bedroom+2full
Modern. Heat, HW, all elect.
cable/MO in every Br&LR.
Privacy assured. Pets.
$285ea. 827-6212.
1 OBedroom+ 4 full
baths+2Kit+2Iiv.rms.
Modern, clean w/d. 1 mile
to campus. Avail June 1
everything incl. 827 6212.
5Bedroom+2 full bath townhouse. Close to campus.
Everything incl. Heat, HWall elect, cable/HBO S285ea.
827-6212
5Bedroom+2full bath townhouse. Close to UM.
Everything
included.
Heat/HW/all
elect.
speed
Cable/HBO/High
comp.
Uve independent and save
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Earnings
currently has a rule that would
override the proposed NCAA
rule change. The Ivy League forbids student-athletes from working on a fee-for-lessons basis in
any sport.
"If this NCAA legislation
were to go through, for it to
effect Ivy League students, the
Ivy League legislation would
have to change as well," Norred
said.
The two other rule changes
approved at the meeting are
intended to keep student-athletes with professional potential
from being financially influenced by agents and boosters
during college. .
One proposed change in
NCAA regulations would allow
students who plan to have a
career in professional sports to
arrange for loans based on future
earnings of up to $20,000 to pay
for expenses during college.
"The thinking behind this is
it would eliminate some of the
problems that elite athletes
may incur through boosters or
agents offering them money
and the draw of money that
may be floating around

from page 17
through
agent
contacts,"
Norred said.
The other rule change
would provide for NCAA payment of student-athlete disability insurance premiums.
Agents often target elite athletes who qualify for disability insurance, using the payment of insurance premiums
as an inducement for students
to become involved with
agents.
At last week's meeting,
changes were also proposed to
men's college basketball scheduling, making preseason tournaments count towards the total
number of 29 games teams can
play in a season.
Another measure approved
would tie scholarship limits to
graduation rates, with teams who
do not graduate 50 percent of
their athletes losing an athletic
scholarship from the current
limit of 13.
However, players who leave
college early for professional
leagues would not count
against graduation rates if they
are in good academic standing
at the end of their college

Classi hods
thousands over High university costs. Modern, clean
5BR/10BR
TownHouses.
#827-6212.
Orono Room for Rent $250 +
utils. Nonsmokers. No
jease. Pets okay. Call 866lag
5 bedroom house all utilities with dishwasher. May
to May. 3 bed. apt. also
available. 989-3452
Orono 2bedroom 2bathroom townhouse heat/hot
water included, June to May
leases close to campus.
866-4487
34567 Bdrm house/Apts all
utilities $300-$360 per person 10-12 month lease your
own bdrm large Ivngrms
469-7839.
PLACE YOUR AD TODAY FOR
NEXT WEDNESDAY'S PAPER,
JUST CALL 581-1273 AND
GET SOME RESULTS!
6 Bedroom House,screened
porch, Large rooms, yard,
parking. S1800mo all utilities. *469-7839
Home for Rent. 4811 in Old
Town. Great location. S349
per Berson everything
included, 800-408-7355,
loniGraiver@realtor.com
5 BedRM + 2Full bath.
Modern. Heat, HW, all elect.
Cable/HBO in every BR&LR.
Privacy assured. Pets $285
ea. *827-6212.

10 Bedroom+4Full baths +
2K1T+2Iiv. Rms. Modern,
clean w/d. 1 mile to campus. Avail June 1 everything incl. 827-6212.
5 Bedroom+2Full Bath
Townhouse.
Close
to
Campus. Everything is incl.
Heat-HW-all
electcable/HBO. S285ea. *8276212.
5 Bedroom +2 full Bath
town house. Close to UM.
Everything
included.
HEat/HW/all
elect.
speed
Cable/HBO/High
comp. 827-6212.

Help Wanted
Summer on Mt. Desert
Island! Seeking Summer
Camp Counselors. Good
Pay. 276-5039
Resort.
Beach
Wells
housekeeping
Seasonal
wanted.
personnel
Competitive wages & housing avail. Call Rick 6463000. Eniov the beach
while earning money
Cash for cool drawings.
Graphic/caricature/cartoon
drawings wanted. Animals
with the look. 827-6212.
SSGet paid for your opinionslISS Earn $154125
and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com
wanted.
skills
Artist
Cartoon/caricature skills
needed!!!
especially

career.
The two measures concerning men's basketball are likely
to have little to no affect on
Harvard, since the university
does not grant athletic scholarships and Harvard's men's
basketball team does not usually compete in pre-season
tournaments.
The council
did
not
approve several still controversial measures affecting
athletes not yet enrolled in
NCAA institutions, such as
allowing entry into professional drafts, letting athletes
participate on professional
teams for a year before entering college or allowing
acceptance of prize money for
competition
in
sporting
events. These measures will
be reconsidered next fall.
The Ivy League could override any of the proposed rule
changes by enacting its own legislation, although any discussions on whether to do so will
not take place until the official
NCAA approval of the proposed
rule changes at the end of the
month.

NEXT WEEK!

Independent elect. coop
827-6212.
Skylodge
Camp
in
Jackman, ME seeks counselors 6/20-8/10. Must
enjoy working w/kids age
10-12. Call 203-431-5762
Positions avail for persons
Interested in working
w/kids w/special needs.
Flexible hours & complete
training provided. Please
send resume to PROTEA
Behavioral Health Services
8ox399 Stillwater, ME
04489 Call 992-7010 fax
992-7011.
Camp
Summer
500
Positions- Northeast 1Or
800-443-6428
www.summercampemployment.com.
Help Wanted: Summer
Employment, Production
worker. Days & Evenings, 8
hour day. 5 days a week.
Monday-Friday. Apply at
LaBree's Bakery, 184
Gilman Falls Ave. Old Town,
Maine for application and
interview.
Margaritas
is
hiring
kitchen help. We're looking
for fun & energetic people
to fill positions. Apply in
person.
Are you involved on campus? Do you know where to
go, who to talk to and how
to create awareness? Then
this is the job for you! Work
for the Princeton Review,

"the nations leader in test
preparation." This is the
perfect part-time job for
the busy college student.
Be the eyes and ears of
your campus, do research,
hang flyers and talk to students about the benefits of
Princeton Review courses.
We are looking for people
who will be on campus
next fall. We offer flexible
work hours, great pay and
of course discounts. Please
contact Sara Berkowitz at
(800)2-REVIEW or via email at sarah@review.com

Travel
Mexico/Caribbean
or
Central America $300
round trip + tax. Europe
$179 one way + tax. Book
online
tickets
www.airtech.com pr (212)
219-7000

For Sale
1972 VW Karmann ghia for
sale. Excellent conditionrebuilt motor, new tires.
Needs tune up! Great fast
car-a virtual chick magnet.
VW orange-fast and fun.
Call 726-4799/ Can e-mail
pictures.

Advertise in
the classifieds
Call 581-1273
between 8&5
to place an ad
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Women's hockey inks recruits for next season
By Jeff Mannix
Women's Hockey Reporter
The University of Maine
women's hockey team officially
announced its new players who
signed National Letters of Intent
to join the program last Friday.
All four players have the potential to be in the lineup next season, according to head coach
Rick Filighera.
Three forwards and one
defender are included in the
group. The players who have
signed letters of intent are forwards Rebecca Culver, Andrea
Steranko and Cheryl White,
along with defender Laura
Maddin.
Maine still has one scholarship offer left on the table and
they are currently awaiting a
decision from that player. But it
could be a few more weeks
before that decision is made.
Filighera is excited about the
recruiting class that is in place
for next season."We add a lot of
depth, speed and scoring with
this group," he said.
Culver, a 5-foot-7 forward

from Topsham, Maine, played at junior next season, and goalie our power play and penalty kill. school] they had her killing
Amanda Cronin of York, who We're happy to have her coming penalties. She's going to add
the North American Hockey
depth in that area for us.
here."
Academy in Vermont last season. will be a senior.
Maddin, a 5-foot-7 defender
I don't know about her scorSteranko, a 5-foot-8 forward
She has also been invited to play
for the U.S. National Camp team from Regina, Saskatchewan, from Surrey, British Columbia, is ing. I've seen spurts of it. She
handles the puck well, but, from
in early July. Filighera feels that played in the Regina Royals currently playing for the 18 and
what I've seen she's not a consisboth of these experiences will Midget Girls program last sea- Under Provincial Team for
son, putting up startling num- British Columbia. Filighera tent finisher. But, I think the
help her.
bers. She scored 48 goals and 37 feels that she will add depth to potential is there," Filighera said.
"She developed a scoring
Filighera believes that his
assists for a total of 85 points in the blueline.
touch in Vermont. Her coach
"She has a ton of raw talent. team has made an upgrade with
there was very impressed with only 35 games.
Those are numbers similar She skates and handles the puck. these recruits, especially in scorhow much she improved over the
what Karen Droog put up in She's very smart. We feel that ing goals. He doesn't feel that
to
good
plays
team
season. That
final season of juniors. As we can get her better. She has there is a "superstar" in this
her
NCAA
like
competition,
last season, Droog been in a situation where she group, but they are all team playfreshman
a
She
teams.
III
Division I and
scoring with 22 hasn't had a lot of coaching. She ers who will fit into the proin
Maine
led
should be able to make the
adjustment [to the college game] goals and 12 assists for 34 feels that with some better gram's philosophy of a solid
points and was an ECAC All- coaching, she'll understand d- team effort every night.
very easily," Filighera said.
He also believes that he now
zone coverage better, and we'll
"She's tall and strong. I think Rookie selection.
she
think
I
has another luxury that he has
However Rick Filighera was get her better at that.
she'll play a lot like Cindy Biron
[who is from Lewiston]. I think quick to point out that despite the can be a real diamond in the not had in the past. "If things
aren't working, I'll be able to
that she'll be able to grind and similar numbers to Droog, rough."
White is a 5-foot-6 forward
make some lineup changes.
help us around the net, which we Steranko is a different type of
Portage la Prairie, Nobody can take days off [in
were looking for, so we won't player. "Steranko plays center. from
practice]. There will be playhave to rely on one or two play- She's smaller and more of a Manitoba, where she played on
quick-type player. Karen is more the boys team at Arthur J. ers sitting out who can play on
ers to score a lot of goals."
Filighera believes that she is of a shooter. I see Steranko as Meighan High School, some- a game-to-game basis. I'll
"the best recruit available from the type of player who will score thing which Filighera believes probably shuffle things around
a lot because I have that advanwill help her.
the state of Maine this year." She closer in than where Karen
"She has quick feet and tage now. This is a place we
will become the third member of scores from. She will add a lot of
wanted to get to as a program,"
the team from Maine, joining speed. She will help add scoring understands the game. She doeshigh
[In
said.
he
position.
of
out
help
get
probably
n't
she'll
and
punch
a
be
will
forward Biron, who

NCAA may ease rules on athlete's earnings
By lmtiyaz H. Delawala
Harvard Crimson
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UWIRE) — A top governing
board of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
last week recommended several
changes regarding financial
rules affecting amateur athletes.
The proposed rule changes
would allow student-athletes to
charge fees for lessons, receive
free disability insurance from
the NCAA, arrange for loans
based on future potential earnings and accept grant money for
winning Olympic medals.
The NCAA's Division I
Management Council approved
the rule changes regarding student-athletes last Tuesday, with
the changes expected to receive
formal approval at the Division
I Board of Directors meeting on
April 26.
Two of the rule changes are
intended to lessen financial
restrictions on student-athletes
receiving money for sports
activities.
One proposal would allow

college athletes to charge fees for
skill lessons given in the student's sport, while the other
would permit student-athletes
competing in the Olympics to
receive money based on place
finish through the Operation
Gold Grant fund administered by
the U.S. Olympic Committee.
Current legislation does not
permit student-athletes to receive
grants based on place finish in
competitions without jeopardizing their collegiate eligibility.
Harvard's
According to
Assistant Director of Athletics
for Compliance Sheri D. Norred,
the proposed rule changes are
intended to help students cover
training and travel expenses —
not accumulate earnings during

Tripp Lake Camp
For Girls
1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com
CAMP TAKAJO for boys:
1-800-250-8252
www.camptakajo.com

See EARNINGS on page 16

Rec sports report
By Nicole Goulet
Rec Sports Reporter
Intramural Briefs
In women's indoor soccer,
the Fly Girls played a thrilling
game against the No Names and
beat them in a shut-out championship final, 2-0. The County
Kids defeated the Stodder STD's
7-6 in the dormitory finals. For
the semi-finals, in the fraternity
league, TKE took over SAE in a
close game leaving it 2-1 and
Phi Eta beat Sigma Chi 4-2.
With the anticipating weather,
coed outdoor soccer will begin
next Monday. Rec. Sports is

still accepting applications.
The undefeated Gamma
Sigma Sigma won the volleyball
tournament against Delta Zeta,
2-1. Fuyu Xu won the men's
intramural badminton singles.
Haiyan Li beat Bing Wang in the
women's badminton singles.
Xu and Suzhong Tian won the
men's doubles.
For the
women's doubles, Haiyan Li
and Bing Wang took the finals.
Club Sports
The Maine women's lacrosse
game against Northeastern will
be played on April 28 at 3 p.m.,
instead of 1 p.m. The game will
be on the turf.

you. take care of the patient,
hel..p take care of the

Summer in Maine
Male/Female instructors needed: Tennis, Swim, Sail,
Waterski, Land Sports,
Archery, Gymnastics, Theatre
Costumer, Pottery, Silver
Jewelery, Copper Enameling.
Picturesque
locations, exceptional facilities

college.
"A lot of times these grant
funds are used to cover expenses
that individuals incur for training
for such events, so it's not like
students are making money by
being able to accept an Operation
Gold grant from the U.S.
Olympic committee," Norred
said.
Norred said that the fees-forlessons rule change is also subject to restrictions. Students providing instruction would not be
permitted to use institutional
facilities and could not accept
payment from anyone other than
lesson recipients.
In addition, the Ivy League

[tut little:1,1ml,
Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.
Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

AnIvry ream
samer1.55elsat

bra_ Ikea

ets-xy

other

college cc:nix-mei yoga, c43.1.

take.
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Sox

Red
Riding home on Friday for
the Easter weekend, I tuned into
a Boston sports station where
the disc jockey was discussing
the topic of the day. "Fans from
across the nation...I want to
hear your thoughts on the New
York Yankees/Boston Red Sox
rivalry."
The DJ took alternating
phone calls from South Boston
and the South Bronx. The conversation spanned the course of
the storied feud decade by
decade, and further extended to
question the intellect of the two
cities citizenry, the too often
mentioned "curse of the
Bambino," and the better topping for ball park weenies...In
Boston its ketchup, in New York
sauerkraut.
Understanding that the rivalry between the Red Sox and the
Yankees goes far beyond the
bounds of baseball and geogra-

phy is the first step in preparing
oneself for the seasonal clashing
of these two teams. The feud
runs so deep that it has been said
that in the aftermath of a nuclear
holocaust, three things would
remain: cockroaches, Cher and
the Red Sox vs. the Yankees.
It was with great anticipation
that I sat down on my back
porch, beer and ketchup covered
Fenway Frank in hand, to view
the AL East showdown on
Friday evening.
Like any Boston fan, I was
nervous as the game began.
This four-game home series,
and the three-game series next
week at New York, could set
the tone for the Red Sox season. Thoughts of Nomar's
wrist, early season troubles
with Baltimore, and the seemingly
unstoppable
World
Champion Yankees had me
concerned. By losing four

R

eview

straight, the Red Sox could find
themselves in a deep hole. By
losing three, the Red Sox could
find themselves in almost as
bad a spot. By splitting the
series or taking the majority of
the games, the Red Sox could
earn some early season bragging rights and close in on the
AL East leading Blue Jays.
Somewhat surprisingly the
Red Sox managed the latter.
They took three games out of
four at home, sending the
Yankees away with bruised egos
and bloodied noses. A game to
game breakdown of the series
shows the Red Sox playing solid
ball against the most solid team
of the last decade.
Game 1: A 10-inning classic
that ended on a Manny Ramirez
single. The game was edge of
your seat exciting...a rare feat
for baseball. 3-2, Red Sox.
Game 2: Pedro vs. Roger.

Featuring starts by perhaps the
two greatest pitchers to ever don
Red Sox uniforms, the epic
game was supposed to be a
pitchers duel. Pedro struck out
nine in seven innings. Roger
struck out five in six innings.
The decision came down to an
Alfonso Soriano homerun off of
reliever Pete Schourek. 3-2,
Yankees.
Game 3: The Red Sox
scored three seventh inning runs
in a somewhat controversial
game to hold on for the victory.
One of the odder moments of the
game came in the ninth inning
when Brian Daubach caught a
Chuck Knoblauch pop foul in
the Red Sox dugout. Other
strange moments preceeded the
Daubach catch, like a fifth
inning appearance by Yankees
reliever Randy Choate that featured two wild pitches during
warm up, five balls, a wild pitch

By Kris Healey
and another pitch that hit Trot
Nixon before he was mercifully
relieved. The 5-4 Red Sox victory was almost spoiled when
closer Derek Lowe managed to
give up a lead-off hit and a run
before Dave Justice hit into a
double play to end the inning.
Hey Jimy Williams, I heard
Pawtucket needs closers.
Game 4: The Red Sox
pulled off a series ending 4-1
victory featuring, get this, an
actual save by Rod Beck.
As of Tuesday, the Red Sox
shared first place in the AL East
with the Toronto Blue Jays. At
9-4, the Sox are a full game
ahead of the Yankees as they
head into a three-game series at
Tampa Bay. The Devil Rays,
sitting in last place in the AL
East should provided three easy
wins for the Red Sox, going into
part two of the leagues best
rivalry on Friday.

NCAA taking measures to keep athletes from going pro
By Eric McKinney
The State News
EAST LANSING, Mich.(UWIRE)— Responding to the
increase of college basketball
players leaving early for the
NBA, the NCAA recently
approved several proposals
intended to keep the student in
"student-athletes."
On April 10, the NCAA
Management
I
Division
Council passed proposals that
would allow student-athletes
to apply for a one-time bank
loan up to $20,000, engage in
employment
fee-for-lesson
and receive money to compensate for training costs if the
player places in an. Olympic
event.
The NCAA also proposed
making available premiums on
disability
student-athlete
insurance.

"In a lot of situations with
the NCAA, I think (the loan) is
a good idea," assistant hockey
coach Tom Newton said
Monday. "It will allow players
to stay in school and take care
of some factors that they
couldn't take care of under
present rule."
The ruling comes as two of
MSU's basketball stars - Jason
and
Zach
Richardson
Randolph - have declared
themselves eligible for the
NBA Draft. Richardson, a
sophomore, and Randolph,
freshman, both have said their
decisions to go pro were partly
financially motivated.
Before these NCAA proposals
become official, they must be
approved by the Division I Board
of Directors and survive a 90-day
comment period open to every
school within the NCAA.
Any student-athlete playing

men's or women's basketball or
baseball interested in a onetime loan must be considered a
potential first-round draft pick
to qualify. For student-athletes
in football and hockey, the
player must be predicted to be
drafted in the third round or
better.
The same standards apply to
student-athletes looking to have
the NCAA cover their disability
insurance prerniums. Even if
the proposals are approved,
they won't take effect until
August 2002.
Newton said the amateur
issue is one of great interest
among players and coaches
across the country. He said the
NCAA's ruling on the issue
will affect a large amount of
people.
"I've followed the deregulation of amateurism through the
NCAA and it's coming to a little

bit of a head right now,"
Newton said.
He said the loans probably
won't affect collegiate hockey,
but added it's still a good idea.
Judy Van Horn, associate
director of compliance at MSU,
said amateurism has become a
major issue and seeing all the
discussion translate into action,
whether it's approved, is
encouraging.
"Dealing with NCAA rules is
very cumbersome," she said. "I
do think it's a step in the right
direction. Time will tell."
Claire Van Ummersen, a
member of the Division I
Board of Directors, said the
proposals shouldn't be considered rules yet. She will discuss the proposals later this
month, but some changes may
be made.
"There were some parts of it I
thought were reasonable, and

should move on," she said.
"There were also some areas that
concerned me."
Van Ummersen said the loans
may not help as much as people
might think.
She said the loans will take
away from financial aid student-athletes already receive,
meaning the only players to
benefit will be those who don't
need help and those on full
scholarships.
"I think any discussion is
healthy," she said. "Anything
that comes forward that helps
student-athletes is good, but
you've got to make sure you
understand every aspect."

TATTOO & BODY
PIERCING

TATTOO
MAINE
25N. Main St.
BREWER
9894436

Use your head...
...always wear a condom.
The Maine Campus —

Bp?
BA GOR

INTERNATIONAL A litPORT

Open / Days a Week /

SKEETER S

Redemption Center

614 Stillwater Av., Old Town ME

Fast, FriendlyService
$25 Weekly Door Prize
Clean, Modern Facility
S&H Green Stamps
Bottle Drives Welcome

American Airlines
USAirways
Delta Mr Lines
Pan Am
Northwest
International Charters
Domestic Charters
Complete Inbound Tour Packages

ENTER NOW ENTER OFTEN, WIN

•Drdw00410015, 1001

1.4-F 830-530 S & Su 8:30-430

PH 827-1976

-Randy B-.
Piercing by

- George ALL WORK GUARANTEED

$40.00
TONGUE PIERCINGS
MOST P1ERCINGS

Free CommercialPicku Available

$500 CASH

Award Winning Artist

Meeting 40 Your Travel Needs !!!

$30.00
Jewelry Inc.
(BodyJewelry Available)
ALL WORK
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Baseball

needed in the fifth inning,
capped off by a bases loaded,
two-run single by second baseman Alain Picard.
Simon Stoner and Joe
Drapeau led the Black Bears in
the Saturday's nightcap, propelling Maine to the 11-1 druba
senior
Stoner,
bing.
righthander, scattered six hits
and struck out four, to improve
to 4-1. Stoner and Tucker are a
combined 8-2 on the season
and have led the Black Bear
staff to a 4.04 ERA. Coach
Kosty said the efforts of his
two starters should not be
underestimated.
"They took a very good hitting team, and pretty much shut
said
down,"
them
Kostacopoulos. "They made
believers out of a lot of people." Maine head coach Paul Kostacopoulos tells the runner to slide during a game last season. Maine opened up the home season last
Drapeau, who was moved night with a 12-2 win against Bowdoin. Look for the story in next week's Maine Campus. FILE PHOTO.
from third base to catcher due to
said the league is much stronger
he said.
early lead in the final game of the
with no outs in the seventh with
an injury, has not let the change
than in year's past.
finally
white
and
blue
The
of positions affect his swing. the game tied 5-5. Delaware series and completed the Sunday
"The league is very well balschedule
home
their
opened
sweep 10-3. Maine struggled on
reliever Mike Pelcher came in
The sophomore belted three
said Kostacopoulos.
anced,"
Bowdoin
against
night
Tuesday
defense, committing five errors
from the bullpen and induced
home runs in back-to-back-totypical top-heavy
your
not
"It's
Colby
play
to
and are scheduled
two fielder's choice groundballs and allowing three unearned
back innings and leads the team
league."
dominated
Diamond
College at Mahaney
and a fly ball to end the rally. runs. The Black Bears fielding
with 10 on the season.
Maine is 20-9 overall and is
tonight. Ryan Harris is expected
team
the
but
.952,
is
percentage
in
runs
of
pair
a
scored
Delaware
Hambleton
Jon
hitter
Designated
.321 as a team. With
hitting
the
to get the start on the hill for
has yet to practice on a field.
the eighth off reliever Matt
hit a pair of doubles and raised
continued solid pitching, the
Black Bears.
Coach Kostacopoulos said the
Truman to ice the game for the
his team-leading batting average
Maine continues America East Black Bears are in position to
Blue Hens. Baseball is a game of weekend was positive and his
to .408. Picard also had a nice
make the postseason tournaplay this weekend, hosting
inches and Maine was inches team was one play away from takday at the plate going 3-for-4
Towson for a pair of double-dips ment. The top four teams in the
ing three of four from the conferand hitting his fifth home run of from taking three of four.
on Saturday and Sunday. The conference advance, but the
"The disappointing thing is ence power. The 4.04 team ERA
the season.
Tigers are tied with Maine for league is very deep.
is a dramatic improvement from
we had them by the throat," said
The Blue Hens came back
"We're not going to know
third place in the conference with
squad
which
finished
year's
last
with a vengeance on Sunday, Kostacopoulos. "We had the
going to make the playoffs
who's
and
Delaware
7-5.
of
record
a
6.65.
of
an
ERA
with
season
the
bases loaded, nobody out and
taking both games. The Black
final week of the seathe
until
East
America
the
atop
are
a
Hofstra
become
have
really
"We
didn't win the game."
Bears were not without chances
said.
Kostacopoulos
son,"
Kostacopoulos
8-4.
at
standings
team,"
pitching-type dominated
Delaware jumped out to an
to in game one, loading the bases

Athlete 01119 Week
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Baseball
WEDNESDAY
GAME 2

GAME 1
CENTRAL CONN.
MAINE

6
4

CENTRAL CONN.

3

MAINE

2

SATURDAY
GAME 2

GAME 1
DELAWARE

2

MAINE

3

Maine left-hander Rusty
Tucker improved his season
record to 4-1 this season
against
win
a
with
Delaware. Tucker went
seven innings, striking out
three Blue Hens and walk-

DELAWARE
MAINE

SUNDAY
GAME 2

GAME 1
DELAWARE
MAINE

7
5

DELWARE
MAINE

ing none. Tucker gave up
two earned runs and seven
On the season,
hits.
Tucker's ERA is a team-low
1.70. Opponents are hitting
a mere .217 on the season
against him.
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Softball
SATURDAY
GAME 2

GAME 1
HARTFORD
MAINE

The Maine Campus

5
0

HARTFORD
MAINE

0
1

SUNDAY
GAME 2

GAME 1
HARTFORD
MAINE

1
0

HARTFORD
MAINE

1
2
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LAKEFRONT 4 BR/1-1/2
BATH FAMILY HOME IN
ORRINGTON,
25 MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS.
AVAILABLE FOR THE
ACADEMIC YEAR
9/1/2001 - 9/1/2002.
$1100/MONTH + SECURITY
+ UTILITIES. REFERENCES
REQUIRED. CALL
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Maine splits with Delaware,faces Towson
By Lucas Peterson
Baseball Reporter
The University of Maine
Black Bear baseball team split a
pair of doubleheaders with
Delaware over the weekend at
Bryant College in Rhode Island.
Starting pitchers Simon Stoner
and Rusty Tucker held the Blue
Hens to just three runs in a sweep

of Saturday's doubleheader, winning 3-2 and 11-1. Delaware
swept both games on Sunday,
winning game one 7-5 in eight
innings, and busting out the bats
for a 10-3 win in the nightcap.
Maine also topped Bowdoin 12-2
last night at Mahaney Diamond.
Saturday's
sweep
was
Maine's first against Delaware
since 1993 and left the team con-

fident they can compete with any
team in America East.
"For 75 percent of the weekend, we played very well," said
head coach Paul Kostacopoulos.
"We proved to ourselves that we
can play with them and I think
that's important because they've
been traditionally so strong."
In game one on Saturday,
lefty Rusty Tucker hooked up

with Delaware ace Rich Maguire
in an old-fashioned pitchers duel.
Tucker held the Blue Hens
offense to seven hits and did not
walk a batter. The southpaw is
now 4-1 on the season, with a
Pedro Martinez-like 1.70 ERA.
Maguire limited Maine to just six
hits, but a rocky fifth inning

The Maine track and field team is just one of the teams enjoying the warm weather an practicing outside. This member of the
track team throws the discus. The baseball team also hosted its first home game last night, Maine won 12-2 over Bowdoin
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JASON CANNIFF.

Softball team avoids sweep, heads to Vermont
The Maine softball team
struggled at the plate this weekend once again. As a result, the
team dropped three of four
games to the Hartford Hawks at
Rockland High School.
Saturday's
doubleheader
started very poorly for the
Black Bears as starting pitcher
Carrie Green got knocked
around in the early going of a 51 loss. She surrendered all five
runs and was pulled after only
two innings, giving way to
Ashley Yuhas, who did not
allow a Hartford hit for the rest
of the game.
Maine was held to only one
hit in the game by Andi Miller,
whose record improved to 3-2
with the victory. Liz Nadeau

picked up two hits and two advanced to second on a sacrifice
Jodianne
RBIs for the victorious bunt by Nadeau.
Hawks.
Palmieri then doubled to left for
In Saturday's second game, a the Hawks' only hit of the game,
fantastic pitching performance scoring Weller to give the Hawks
from freshman Candace Jaegge the 1-0 lead.
Sobel led off the bottom of the
went to waste as Maine couldn't
score, losing the game 1-0. seventh with a single, but
Jaegge struck out seven in her Hartford pitcher Miller made the
run stand up, stranding Sobel on
10th loss of the season.
Abbey Toich scored the win- the base paths.
ning run for Hartford after the
Maine was finally able to
Hawks strung together three sin- break through with 2-1 victory
gles in a row. Nadeau got the in the nightcap Sunday. Lauren
shutout win on the mound.
Dulkis singled with one out in
Maine had one bright spot at the bottom of the first inning to
the plate in the second contest. get things started. She stole
Erica Sobel went 3-for-3 for the second and then advanced to
game.
third on a wild pitch by
In game one on Sunday, Nadeau. Dulkis scored the
Yuhas pitched a perfect game game's first run on a groundout
through six innings before walk- by Sobel.
ing catcher Bryn Weller to lead
After Hartford tied the game
off the top of the seventh. She in the top of the second, Maine

College hoops
players often
opt for pros
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Going for distance

By Jeff Mannix
Softball Reporter

Sports Columnist

was able to get the winning run
in the bottom of the third.
Brieanne Layman singled with
one out and advanced to second
after another wild pitch.
Nadeau then struck out Dulkis.
Sobel came up and hit a routine
ground ball to third base, but
Marci Simoneau threw the ball
past first, allowing Sobel to
reach and Layman to score
from second to give Maine the
lead.
Jaegge made that run stand
up, notching her fourth win of
the year in a complete game.
Maine now has a 3-9 record in
America East and 8-29 overall.
The Black Bears hit the road this
weekend to play a four-game
series
with the Vermont
Catamounts. Vermont is winless
in America East play so far this
season.

Unless you're a sports agent,
the names Brandon Armstrong,
Steven Hunter and Rodney
White probably don't mean
much to you. Up until a few
weeks ago these three young
men were students and basketball players at Division I universities. Listening to biology lectures and practicing with teammates has come to an abrupt end
for them. Now, they have their
ears tuned to slick-dressed,
smooth-talking agents and are
showcasing their skills on the
hardwood
to
National
Basketball Association team
executives and scouts.
With the NBA draft a little
more than two months away,
Armstrong, a
junior
at
Pepperdine; Hunter, a sophomore at DePaul; and White, a
freshman at UNC-Charlotte
have decided to forgo their
remaining college years and add
their names to the growing list
of early draft entries. That list
contained 15 collegiate underclassmen and two high school
seniors as of yesterday. Some of
the names, like Troy Murphy,
Michael Bradley and Eddie
Griffin are familiar to most.
Others, like Damien Wilkins and
Bobby Simmons are less well
known. Gather all of the draft
jumpers on the same court, give
them a ball and they will no
doubt put on an awesome display of talent and athleticism.
But, jumping ability and speed
aren't going to cut it when competing against the legal drinking
age crowd on the NBA circuit.
The basketball ability that
these young stars have is only
one of the components necessary for success at the next level.
Physical and mental toughness
are perhaps the most important
attributes which make a college
player a solid contributor as a
professional. And it is a profession. The longer a player stays
in college he becomes more
knowledgeable about the game,
more comfortable dealing with
media and people in general and
gives himself the opportunity to
become a more complete player.
Thus, he is better prepared to
enter the basketball job market.
Many of the underclassmen
who have made themselves eliSee SPORTS COLUMN on page 16

